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Abstract 

Describes the few surviving details of the WW II USA Base Two installations at Rosneath 

Peninsula in Argyll and occasional finds from the sites.  

Introduction 

The north Clyde coast within the zone of interest of North Clyde Archaeological Society 

(NCAS) has an extraordinary legacy of military defence sites, ranging from WW I to the 

present time. The Clyde estuary was the second most defended place in Scotland after Orkney 

in the various conflicts. However, the tangible remains of those installations built to defend the 

area and the country are slowly but surely disappearing to various threats of natural decay and 

various developments.   

As part of (NCAS) Military Projects, aspects of the former USA Navy Base Two have been 

surveyed and recorded. Little visible evidence survives above ground of the once large 

installations created between 1941 and 1945 for the war effort, and the USA contribution 

towards it, comprising of docks with their infrastructure, including stores, workshops, oil 

pipelines and tank farm,  jetties, ammunition stores, water supply system, a hospital and a large 

encampment for the military personnel were constructed, and mainly in the vicinity of 

Rosneath.  

The area lies on the south eastern tip of Rosneath Peninsula in Argyll, it is given on OS Explorer 

Map No 347, Loch Lomond South, Dumbarton & Helensburgh (Fig’s 1 & 2).  

A comprehensive, illustrated, and  descriptive history of the activities of the US and British 

military and their installations at Rosneath is given by Dennis Royal in his publication of 2000 

(Royal 2000), and this is essential reading to understand the period and most importantly the 

great significance of the Rosneath area and the Clyde Estuary during WW II, and crucially, the 

contribution of the USA to the war effort.  

Rosneath Base Two was one of four bases built in Britain by the Americans and away from the 

immediate threat of German aerial attack during WW II, two others were made at Londonderry 

(Base One) in Northern Ireland, they were principally submarine and shipping control bases 

for the North Atlantic convoy protection. A smaller base was made at Loch Ryan near Stranraer 

to service sea planes also for the north Atlantic (Fig 1).  

The contribution here deals with the minutiae of installations at Rosneath where they can still 

be located, mainly now hardly visible within woodlands in the area. In terms of importance it 

is accepted that most of the findings here are not of great significance, nevertheless, if the 

woodlands are developed in any way, much of what does survive may be finally eradicated. 
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The project also extends to all aspects of the Base Two installations wherever they may be 

found. 

What should be accepted unequivocally is the importance of this major contribution by the 

United States of America towards the successful outcome of the War for the Allies, and the 

significance in terms of Scottish and local history of the period.  

 

Fig 1. Location Plan. (based on Royal). 

The following information is taken direct from "Building the Navy's Bases in World War II”, 

see refs below. 

The wharf at the base measured 4750 lineal feet of deep-water berths as well as 1500 

lineal feet of shallow-water berths.  The base also included: 

• 64 dolphin berths for Landing Craft Mechanized craft. 

• A calibration and ship degaussing slipway. 

• A marine railway for amphibious landing craft. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dolphin_(structure)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landing_Craft_Mechanized
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degaussing#Ships'_hulls
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• An ammunition dump.  } a single building survives. 

• 21 storage warehouses. 

• 11, 10000 barrel fuel oil tanks. } 

• 10, 14400 gallon gasoline tanks. } only seven oil tanks were built at Rosneath. 

• 153 air-raid shelters.  } 22 have been located. 

• Housing and facilities for 4500 men on-site. 

• 10 miles of road. 

• 1400 piles of between 65 and 80 feet and 400 piles of between 80 and 90 feet 

were used for the wharf and pier. 

Slightly north of Rosneath was Camp Clachan that consisted of barracks and facilities for 

400 men and used to house the 29th Seabees. In the two months between April and May 

1942, 325 Americans, 1000 Irish and 250 British construction workers worked on the 

constructing the camp. By June 1942, the base construction was well advanced. Huts at the 

base were divided into units, served from a single galley, with 500 men to a unit and 10 men 

per hut. Huts were placed in an irregular manner amongst the trees, interspersed with bomb 

shelters. A hospital was also constructed on a hillside overlooking the Firth of Clyde and 

contained 680 beds*, designed in a fan shape with a galley at the centre. Portkil Hotel and 

cottage were repaired to use as accommodation. On the opposite side of the peninsula, 

approximately 3 miles from Rosneath, ammunition was stored in 14 stores measuring 20 x 50 

feet {see above}. [*the hospital was downsized to 200 beds] 

Attention is drawn to two interesting quotes from the overall document. 

f. In the case of public or civil works, it has been determined in consultation with the 

Bureau of Yards and Docks, that: 

1. Men, materials, equipment, and services needed to build the project will be 

available without interference with other more important operations. 

2. That the proposed construction is of the cheapest temporary character, 

with structural stability sufficient only to meet the needs of the service which 

the structure is intended to fulfil during the period of its contemplated war 

use. 

In other words, the camp was given high priority but nevertheless it was originally conceived 

as a temporary installation, it will be shown that while much of the work was of a high standard, 

for example in the designs and prefabrication in the States, several aspects of the construction 

were poor in comparison. The entire undertaking by the USA Navy was however a huge 

logistical and building operation.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firth_of_Clyde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portkil
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Fig 2. Location of military features at Rosneath, WWI – WWII – Cold War. 

Fig 2 shows the various places developed as USA Base Two given in red, with areas A – F as 

given by the declassified map (Royal 2000), supplemented by WW I guns and camp at Portkil 

given in green, other British WW II installations given in blue, and finally the Cold War AA 

site given in black. The Base Two ammunition store was 3miles to the west (see below). 

This report considers all of the USA installations, but it is principally about the encampment 

in Greenisle Plantation, because of the ‘perceived’ risk of forestry activity there, it nevertheless 

draws the archaeological evidence of Base Two together for the first time. 

Methodology 

While some concrete hut foundations and occasional drainage manholes could be detected 

visibly in Greenisle Plantation, most had to be discovered by probing in the debris and moss 

covered woodlands and metal detecting for water pipes and metal drain covers. All concrete 

and brick structures detected were cleared of woodland debris and moss to reveal them for 

photography and measurement while other hut sites known to have wooden floors were 

recorded if identified. Photographs were taken of many features before archaeological 
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disturbance showing how they had been subsumed into the woodland floors. The sites were 

planned at appropriate scales in individual areas and also as details of features where relevant. 

On the survey plans the sizes of water pipes and metal drain pipes (in blue) has been 

exaggerated to better show their locations. 

An attempt was made at general metal detecting however the detector was not of a high 

specification and the results may not be the best. Nevertheless, buildings and features such as 

metal drain covers, and water pipes revealed the positions of otherwise invisible floors and 

features, and occasional finds were made. However, given the fact that thousands of American 

and British servicemen were stationed at Base Two, hardly anything of a personal nature was 

found on the site. 

The site is described here using the various areas given on the original layout of the camp by 

the Americans and given in Royal’s book. With only a few exceptions all features are building 

floor surfaces, roads, drains and manholes. A few features have been made with rocks.  

Measurements are given for the most part in Imperial since the Americans measured in that 

format, metric sizes are given in parenthesis, however survey plans were done in metric scales.  

The work of exploration was carried out during winter months of 2021 when vegetation was at 

a minimum but continued through summer of that year when high vegetation of 3m high 

bracken, nettles and Russian balsam quickly established itself, that and the onerous task of 

rhododendron clearance had to be done to reveal many buildings. 

The working knowledge of the subject for this work began from zero and was gradually 

developed as the fieldwork was done, there is still however a considerable amount of research 

to be done, therefore this report should be viewed as a ‘work in progress’. 

Other areas e.g. Rosneath village were explored, and any surviving visible features were 

recorded by survey and/or photography.  

The small collection of finds remains ‘un-conserved’ and will be presented in due course to the 

Scottish Treasure Trove Panel for legal disposal. 

An archive of over 1300 digital photographs (see App II) exists of the Project and will be 

deposited in NMRS.   

The evidence 

Practically nothing remains in the village of Rosneath, the areas of hutments and stores have 

since been built over with post war housing, a school, and a chapel. Similarly, the dockside 

installations have all but disappeared, the extensive hospital area is now a jungle of natural 

woodlands with a few traces of concrete floors to be seen. However, two upstanding buildings 

survive; one is the roadside water filtration building at Millbrae between Rosneath and 

Kilcreggan and the other is a complete ammunition store at Peaton, an arched roof at 

Kilcreggan Boatyard is a partially recycled American shed.  

It is thought by the descriptions given by Royal (ibid) that the installations in the Green Isle 

Plantations consisted mainly of domestic buildings much the same as the Quonset huts built 

for the hospital and for accommodation and messing and toilet facilities, at least one 

chapel/church is recorded. Certainly, several photographs exist (e.g. Royal, ibid) of the 

hospital, and the huts within mature woodlands, although exact positions of these illustrations 
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excepting for one is not possible since the trees of the original plantation have been clear felled, 

and after the war were replanted with sitka spruce and other species, areas not planted as such 

have since developed into naturally occurring woodland of broad leaf species. The entire 

district given as ‘Areas’ under consideration is therefore now densely covered by these 

woodlands and moreover, rhododendron bushes and much windblown timber makes access 

difficult in many places, the same applies to the hospital area.  

  
Pl 1. Rosneath Church top left with 

Quonset huts and large storage sheds. 

Pl 2. Rosneath same view as Pl 1. 

 

  

Pl 3. Rosneath Clachan House, now 

where the school is. 

Pl 4. Rosneath Same view as Pl 3, Clachan 

House (now the school) lay to the left of the 

chapel (green roof). 

 

  
Pl 5. Showing Green Isle natural 

woodlands. 

Pl 6. Showing typical Green Isle sitka 

spruce woodlands. 
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Pl 7. Once a main road branch on the camp, 

now a jungle!  

Pl 8. A major building complex 

emerges from rhododendron bushes, 

Area E Galley. 

Plates 5 – 8 give an impression of the problems encountered in this survey. 

Quonset huts 

Since much of the Base buildings were Quonset huts, adapted for specific purposes, it is worth 

considering briefly what they were. During WW I, Nissen huts were conceived by the British 

for speedy erection to accommodate service personnel, they were named after their designer. 

When USA entered WW II they required similar huts but choosing not to use the Nissen huts 

they redesigned the model to their own specification. They speedily designed the Quonset hut, 

named after the location, where they were first manufactured in USA. Similar in many ways to 

the British Nissen being mostly semi-circular corrugated sheeting fixed to a metal frame, 

sometimes with low vertical side walls, they came in many adaptations and sizes being 

constantly modified during the war, they are still manufactured. At Rosneath a team of eight 

men could erect a hut in a single day, each hut to accommodate ten men. The Rosneath base 

appeared exceedingly fast. Some buildings had concrete floors while others had timber floors. 

The original design was 36 feet by 16 feet and used ‘T’ section ribs and plywood end panels 

which included doors and windows, the interiors were lined with hardboard and had insulation 

between the panelling and the external metal sheeting. Ten T ribs give nine spaces of four feet 

to fix the internal hardboard sheeting, the standard size huts could be lengthened in four feet 

extensions if required (see Cookhouse Building H Area B). Nissen huts also used T ribs spaced 

6 feet apart and accommodated up to 25 men. 

The evidence at Rosneath shows the buildings there were all of the original early design with 

T section ribs, the 1st shipment to Britain of ‘T’ rib huts must have been to Londonderry and 

then Rosneath, in June 1941. T Rib production halted in 1942 after 3200 were made, redesigned 

types took the eventual WW II worldwide total to 153,000. The fact that the first overseas 

shipments of Quonset huts came to Rosneath and Londonderry in 1941 makes the site all the 

more important in terms of the history of such installations, it is thought the only other place 

in Britain where T rib Quonset huts were built was at Loch Ryan in Scotland for seaplanes. A 

USA base was however built on the island of Newfoundland on the east coast of Canada prior 

to the British bases, and it is possible that these were the only places in the world where T rib 

Quonset huts were built. An addendum to this report will be produced on Quonset huts. 

Roads 

We are informed that ten miles of roads were made by the Americans, some of these were 

covered in asphalt surfaces while others were hard packed hardcore quarried at nearby Camsail 

from the quarry (schist) opened there by the camp builders, but to begin, basalt chips were 

brought from Dumbarton. Asphalt roads or concrete paths were made between buildings and 

giving access to their main roads. However, some the roads through Rosneath Castle Estate 
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woodlands at Green Isle were originally 19th century estate roads and these can be traced on 

old OS maps, they were however resurfaced and widened for the Base requirements. In general 

where roads were made at Green Isle a ditch was made on the upper side with drain pipes 

leading under the roads at various points, thus ensuring the ground around the huts was 

reasonably dry. Between buildings if asphalt was not present, the ground surfaces were covered 

in beach gravels thus ensuring the areas between huts was easily managed and kept clean and 

tidy. 

Greenisle Plantation areas. 

The search and results given here follow a declassified map given by Royal (p26-27) of the 

woodland areas subdivided by letters A – F, but which also gives the locations of the docks, 

tank farm, hospital (at Portkil), water treatment installation (Millbrae), and places 

commandeered for officer’s quarters and administration such as Portkil House, Rosneath 

House, Parkhead and Rosneath village (Clachan House) (see Fig 2).  

The following ‘Areas’ are given on the original Base Two drawing (Royal, ibid), it is unknown 

why such areas were delineated as such, perhaps because specialised activities or uses applied 

to them, for example the suggested Galley areas given below, or maybe it had a simple 

administrative purpose. The Seabees document (above) gives each area 50 huts to 

accommodate ten men each plus messing and toilet facilities. Fig 2 shows a simplified version 

of the original areas, and it has been modified slightly for the purposes of this report.  

One thing soon became abundantly clear and that was many parts of the camp have 

disappeared, presumably by demolition and site erasure after the War, in some places the 

effects of bulldozing can be seen. This is easily proved by comparing what can be found with 

wartime aerial photographs which are available for study and of which more below.  

Various types of ‘service’ huts are now assumed to have been provided with concrete floors, 

probably for drainage purposes, and it is those that survive to give details of function, while 

the sleeping accommodation huts, each for ten men, were built with wooden floors built on 

level gravel areas, it is these latter which are now exceedingly difficult to locate unless the 

shapes still manifest themselves on the ground. 
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Figs 3, 4 and 5. Showing Galleys & Toilets (left), Air Raid Shelters (centre), Fire Hydrants 

and Incinerators (right). 

The shower/toilets, air raid shelters, fire hydrants and incinerators are accorded numbers below 

in blue [ST -] red [ARS -] green [FH -] orange [IN 1 & 2] respectively in the report and such 

numbers are given generally running from north to south (Fig’s 3 - 5), but these numbers do 

not run consecutively through this report. 

AREA A. Fig 2. 

Area A is that part between Robert Ness and the centre of Culwatty Bay and includes the two 

Cold War buildings (now houses) which were officers’ huts for the nearby Cold War AA Gun 

site (Maidment 2015). It is probable that parts of Area A were later modified by the 

construction of the Cold War gun site, thus erasing some of the Base Two in that place. 

Concrete slab, shower building.  ST 6.  NS 27165 81407. 

The slab is seen as two parts, the larger measures 3.7m long by 2.7m wide, it has a water pipe 

at the northern end and a blocked up drain on the floor at the other end, a section of in situ tin 

has risen up the long wall for about 0.3m and lies below the concrete, one T rib is seen at the 

same location. The other slab which is obviously displaced from the main one measures 1.3m 

long by 2.7m wide. 

Beside the road nearby is a concrete slab under which a road drain appears, the drain runs 

diagonally northwards across the road to connect with the drainage ditch. 

Road drain.      NS 27162 81529. 

A road drain for a spring course coming from the field. Running across the drain on the west 

side of the road is a fireclay drainage pipe. 
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AREA B.  Fig 2. 

Area B is an extension south of Area A and includes Greenisle Cottage, the only pre-war 

building in the entire Greenisland Plantation.  

In the vicinity of the access road Y junction at NS 2715 8118 and east of it, a series of concrete 

floors, shower/toilets and various manholes has been surveyed. Described here from the north 

the area extends for about 200m. Eight concrete floors are labelled A – H, possible hut stances 

1 – 5 and manholes 1 – 15. A small rubbish dump produced a few items of interest and 

occasional finds were made throughout the area. Surprisingly, no sites of possible air raid 

shelters as found elsewhere were noted in this area. 

Shower/toilet.    ST 22.  NS 27123 81344. 

All that may be seen at this location is the ‘chemical’ (septic) tank with four holes, a fireclay 

toilet position, and a manhole. The location is directly opposite the north entrance into 

Greenisle Cottage. The end of the hut wall facing the road is indicated by the cross angle iron 

and stump of the T bar, this also indicates that the tank is at the NE corner of the hut. The 

fireclay pipe discharges immediately into the manhole (24” by 18” by 12” deep) which is 

located on the west side the roadside ditch and its drain must run under the ditch and road at 

that point. Nothing else is visible at the location which has soil dumped over it. Considerable 

quantities of a solid bitumen/asphalt material 25mm thick and with curved sides are lying 

around, this may be associated with tank internal lining.  

Road crossing drain.  Pl’s 9 and 10.  NS 27135 81373.  

20m south of a field access from the road, a road crossing drain is indicated by two concrete 

blocks (4feet by 12”) which sit over a buttress under which 3feet below is a 12” pipe connecting 

the ditch on the west side of the road to one which leads down to the beach. The blocks are 

9.5m apart and lie slightly askew of each other. The ditch which runs past the toilet (above) 

terminates at the road drain and is not continuous northwards.  

The importance of this road crossing drain and the relative position of the toilet described 

above (ST 22), is that they can be identified on a contemporary photograph of the area looking 

south. It shows the original beech forest within which much of the camp was built and several 

Quonset huts including one with a cross indicating a church or chapel. The toilet hut is 

indicated by the two vent pipes on the end wall. The hut nearest the photographer has a number 

B8 and a sign saying ‘Duffys Tavern’. The hut on the left is a smaller type of building but on 

the door the legend IoWA is discernible. Duffys Tavern was a popular radio programme in the 

States from 1940 – 1952, a film in 1945 then, a t/v sitcom in 1954, the catch phrase for the 

show was “Duffy aint here”. 

Comparison with this photograph (Pl 9) and the present view (Pl 10) give a clear indication of 

what once was in Green Isle woods as part of Base Two. Because the majority of the Quonset 

huts had timber floors, little or nothing remains to show where they once lay. This is the only 

cotemporary photograph whose location can be positively identified within the woods. 
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Pl 9. Huts near Green Isle Cottage. Pl 10. Same view as Pl 9. 

 

Shower/Toilet   ST 7.  NS 27130 81238. 

Adjacent and on the west side of the road is a much ruinous toilet, two holes of a typical sceptic 

tank are seen on the north side, the usual shower block floor is quite ruinous, and a pile of soil 

has been partially dumped on it, only the two floor drains are seen. This is an example which 

shows that many of the piles of dumped soil across the whole site, postdate the camp use. 

 

Fig 6. Area B.  Galley No 1 area. 

Building A.   Fig 7 & Pl 11.  NS 27166 81220. 

The concrete floor measures 9.6m by 5m. It lies on the east side of the access road and is 

somewhat isolated from other buildings. The floor is split by a cable trench which extends and 

is open to both east and west sides, it measures 0.4m wide by 0.3m deep and it has not been 

boarded like the other trench to the north. The other trench is 3.8m from the northern end of 
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the building and is also 0.5m wide by 0.3m deep but only for half the width of the floor, the 

remaining part reduces to 0.1m wide and deep, each end is similarly open at the edges of the 

floor, but this trench has been covered in boards as the ledges show. A crudely chiselled channel 

has been cut at the southern end and leads to the east side, it is c6” wide and deep. On the east 

side of the floor there is a surviving timber of 8” by 6” and it extends beyond the SE corner of 

the floor for 1.5m and T ribs are seen along the east and west sides of the floor.  

 

 
Fig 7. Electrical building ‘A’ plan. Pl 11. Electrical building ‘A’ looking north. 

 

Building B.   Fig 8 & Pl’s 12 & 13.  NS 27196 81192. 

The concrete floor measures 11.2m by 4.9m. It is a T rib building and has a similar timber to 

Building A on its east side (this was to nail on the corrugated sheeting). The floor has been 

modified over time with the addition of drains as the re-cemented floor surfaces indicate. It is 

uncertain which of the several 2” steel pipes were water supplies, and which were drains, it is 

likely that there is a mix of the two. Grooves run diagonally across the floor for further 

drainage. At the south end there several positions of feet indicated in the concrete floor, they 

may have formed a counter at that end, for the dispersal or collection of food or mess tins, but 

that is speculative. Later concrete drains are cut into the asphalt at the south side of the floor. 

 

Fig 8. Building B plan.  
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Pl’s 12 & 13. Showing Building B Looking north and modifications to floor drains. 

 

Building C.   Pl’s 14 & 15.  NS 27205 81185.  

The concrete floor measures 11.2m by 5m. A room at the southern end of 7.6m long has been 

divided from the rest of the building by a 4” thick wall, presumably timber. T ribs are showing 

along the east and west sides. The larger room has a drain in the SW corner and a 2” steel pipe 

rises to a T piece in the NW corner, the T is open at its side but plugged on top, it is likely to 

be another drain pipe. 1.3m from the NW corner is another 2” pipe, plugged at floor level, 

while on the north side a 1” galvanised pipe may have been an oil supply. In the NE corner a 

sunken area of 1m by 0.9m indicates a sink position, it has a 61/2” round grill fitted on top of a 

4” fireclay drain and another 3” drain beside it which has been cement capped. 2” by 1” deep 

curved channels cut across the floor of the smaller chamber and lead towards the sunken area. 

A concrete open drain has been cut into the asphalt along the northern edge of the building and 

leads into the adjacent manhole (K&C bricks) on the NE corner. Steel diamond mesh is 

installed for 1m on the SE corner. 

  
Pl’s 14 & 15. Showing Building C looking South and detail of drains at NE corner. 

 

Building D.   Pl’s 16 & 17.  NS 27201 81176.  

The concrete floor measures 11m by 5m and lies beside the main road. It has shuttered dwarf 

walls along each long side, and they measure 6” high by 51/2” (150 by 130mm) thick, a building 

sequence can be worked out for the floor; along each side the floor was extended by about 

0.5m, apparently to reach the width of the sub floor angle iron which were attached to the wall 

T ribs. The corrugated sheeting was in place when the dwarf walls were shuttered in leaving 
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the matrix of the metal sheeting in the concrete. When the floor was extended, diamond mesh 

was installed, it now extends beyond the floors as’ superfluous’ material, the mesh is seen on 

other buildings but only on one or two sides, it may have been for rodent protection? On the 

east side a sink or trough measuring 2m by 1m was made with a shallow kerb of only 3” 

(75mm) deep, it has a metal pipe rising from the floor and also a 1” oil? pipe flows in from 

below the main floor. Four 1” oil? pipes rise in a row on the main floor and two other pipes are 

centrally position on the west side (the 1” pipes were later interpreted as oil supply pipes). 

 
 

Pl’s 16 & 17. Showing Building D looking South and details of diamond mesh on 

the east side, note the ‘T’ ribs. 

 

Building E.   Pl 18.  NS 27194 81148.  

The concrete floor measures 11.3m by 4.8m. The floor here is featureless apart from angle 

irons running the entire width at each end, there are no T ribs. A raised concrete platform at the 

south end measures 2m by 1.6m and has bolts on its edges indicating a porch at this position.  

 

Pl 18. Building E looking north, 

with its ‘doorstep’. Such 

featureless floor surfaces are 

interpreted as ‘Dry Stores’ 

buildings of which two were 

given as part of the Galley 

complex (Seabees Museum). 
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Building F.   Pl’s 19 – 23.  NS 27207 81101.  

The concrete floor measures 15.8m by 6.4m. This is the largest floor surface in the Area B 

complex, and it can be compared with another one only slightly different in Area Ew. 4.2m 

from the south end is a water containment area measuring 3m by 2.4m, it has dwarf wall of 4” 

thick by 3” high. On the east side is a sunken channel 9” wide within which, at each end, there 

are two chromium plated drain covers with “JOSAM” on them. A 3” slot runs around the floor 

edges indicating a timber wall (there are no T ribs) which has been bolted down every 2 feet 

along its length. Two pipes rise from the floor in line with the catchment area and 2 feet from 

it. The ends of the floor have extensions of 2.3m long by 0.5m wide and similar slots which 

run to 0.2m from the ends. In the SE extension is a steel channel of 3” high on the outer side 

and 1” on the inner, it is assumed to have accommodated a sliding door, of which there were 

two at each end of the building (it is possible that such buildings were laundry buildings). 

 

Pl 19. Building F looking north with ‘wet’ area on the east side. Possible laundry? 

 Pl’s 20 & 21. Detail of 

side wall and end 

extension (for sliding 

door).  

  
Pl’s 22 & 23. Details of ‘Josam’ drains on 

east side. Josam still manufacture drains 

in the USA. Most of these drain covers had 

been removed. See also Pl 76 for Josam 

Grease Interceptors. 
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Building G.   Pl’s 24 – 26.  NS 27189 81096.  ST 15. 

The shower concrete floor measures 5m by 2.6m in total, it has 0.3m high walls which vary in 

thickness from 4 – 7”. T ribs are evident and three angle irons project from the west side. There 

are two drains and a water supply pipe on the floor, while a 2” water main runs E/W along the 

northern side of the floor, it has two T pieces one of which would supply sinks on the west wall 

and one for sinks on the east wall of the Quonset hut. A chemical tank with four holes is 

showing in the NE corner, the northerly hole has a small manhole built around it, three holes 

of the NW tank are only just visible on the ground. The NE tank has a fireclay drainage pipe 

built directly over the tank holes and the pipe has three toilet positions spaced along it, this pipe 

has extended across the floor to the NW tank and also runs out of the building on the east side 

where there is a rodding or vent pipe, it then turns at right angle to enter a manhole (Pl 25) 

which also served to drain the roadside ditch. The manhole has a covering slab of 1.3m square. 

  
Pl’s 24 & 25. Showing the shower floor before and after clearance. Looking south on left 

and looking east on right. Note the sewer manhole also discharging the roadside drain to 

the beach. 

Pl 26. Showing the NE septic tank looking south.  

Eventually it was established that two phases of toilets in the 

Quonset huts existed. Phase one used the chemical or septic 

tanks below the ends of the wooden floored hut. They had three 

ports to accommodate three WC positions, the fourth port was 

outside the hut enclosed by a small manhole, to facilitate 

emptying of the tank. The tanks had two handles which were 

used to agitate the contents by paddles when emptying, these 

handles were located above the floor and between the WC 

positions. 

Later in the camp history the tanks were replaced by a piped 

sewage system with manholes which discharged into the sea in 

numerous locations. Many of the tanks were partially filled with 

gravel on abandonment and three new WC positions were made 

with fireclay pipes located above the tanks. Evidence from 

internet drawings show there was no divisions between the 

WC’s!  

The same illustrations show that between the shower floor and 

the two sets of WCs there were five wash hand sinks on each 

side. Also on the wooden floored side of the shower floor was an oil burner to heat the water, 
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this area was heat proofed by asbestos sheeting as found in many places. Toilet huts are 

identified in several original photographs by the twin vent pipes for the toilets at the huts ends. 

Thus the reconstruction of a typical shower/toilet Quonset hut can be given (Fig 9). 

 

Fig 9. Re-construction of a typical shower/toilet hut. Note the fourth tank holes outside 

the hut end wall, these had lids bolted on. The external fireclay vent pipes were typical. 

Building H.   Fig 10 and Pl’s 27 -29.  NS 27182 81163. Cookhouse.  

The concrete floor has been located at the end of an asphalt access leading from the main road, 

however it has lain at right angles to that access. Asphalt surfaces were made at each end of 

the hut. The original Quonset building had seen various modifications including an extension 

of 12 feet to the south and various re-surfacing of cement floors.  

Most interestingly it had a small patch of in situ corrugated sheeting with Masonite (hardboard) 

lining (Pl 170), it could be seen to be 4feet wide and slotted behind the T ribs, the internal décor 

was battleship grey painted on white undercoat. No trace of the insulation between the sheeting 

and the hardboard survived. Bags of unused cement had been dumped in the area meaning that 

small part of the building survived demolition. 

The building had been extended for 4m over pre-existing asphalt at the southern end and 

because the asphalt sloped down to the building, it had been levelled up using cement for half 

of the extended distance, two new T ribs had been emplaced in concrete filled pits cut through 

the asphalt. 

The main concrete floor had been raised by about 3” leaving spaces on each side for drainage, 

where both water and drain pipes could be seen, in the NW corner was another drain. The raised 

floor was also noted as having been laid against the internal Masonite lining, showing that the 

floor was last in the construction phase. Other parts of the floor had been skimmed with cement 
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to level them up or direct water towards drains. The end and side walls had traces of timber 

which was bolted to angle iron running across and beneath the floors to connect with the T ribs. 

At the southern end of the original hut four rubber cable stumps were seen. A bunch of three 

were of three core 10mm in size with separate earth wires, the fourth was a smaller three core 

(6mm) with separate earth wire. 

On the east side, the floor was extended for 12 feet, nearly abutting Building B, the SE corner 

was established but much of the NE side of the building there was left unexcavated due to the 

tree growth and debris upon it. (However it was later established that this was the oil boiler 

room for the complex of buildings). From Internet information it was also learned that the 

building was the Cookhouse and similar floors were found on each of the Galley Areas (see 

below for better details).  

 

 

Fig 10. The Cookhouse floor.  

 

Pl 27. Building H looking south before clearance. View from rhs in Fig 10. 
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Pl 28. Showing corrugated sheet and ‘Masonite’, 

hardboard lining in situ between T ribs. 

Pl 29. Showing extension T ribs set 

in concrete into asphalt road. 

 

Shower/toilet.  Pl 30.  ST 9.  NS 27205 81080. 

On the east side of the road are the remains of a shower/toilet, two chemical tanks are covered 

in concrete, but the ports are all open. The tank in the NE corner has a manhole 0.5m square 

by 0.6m deep to serve the external port which had a lid on it. This tank also has square post 

holes set in the concrete to accommodate the hut walls. The usual shower concrete floor is 

totally absent but one steel drain pipe with a trap is visible, it discharges into an adjacent 

manhole. The flange for the other shower drain was found. The northern tank has 2of 2” pipes  

with a rod inside one and the southern tank has 2of 2” pipes each with a 1” pipe within, these 

were the agitators when emptying the tanks from the small manhole (See Fig 9 above). A sharp 

scarp in the ground defines the northern long wall of the Quonset hut.  

 

Pl 30. Showing ST 9 NW chemical tank looking south. Some tanks were covered in 

concrete while others were not. The port on the right was outside the building for 

emptying and had a lid bolted down. The other three ports are WC positions. 
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Steel Pole.    FH 3.  NS 27177 81150. 

A single steel pole set in concrete is located 10m from the road and at the NE corner of Building 

D, the asphalt road surface lies adjacent. Unfortunately trees hinder further investigation. 

(These poles are now interpreted as fire hydrants bollards, see Fig 5).  

Wooden floored huts.  Fig 6. 

The following ‘possible’ hut sites are seen as flat areas of gravel and are probably the sites of 

timber floored Quonset huts. Almost certainly there are further sites downhill to the east and 

the ‘long terrace’ may be the location for a single long hut or a series of huts. 

In several locations the positions of former wooden floored huts can be discerned by the level 

ground, often with scarped sides, although the sizes recorded here vary slightly it is probable 

that they were all standard Quonset hut locations of 36feet by 16feet (11m by 5m). It is reported 

that fifty such huts would be served by a single galley, each hut accommodating ten men. 

Possible hut site 1, measures c7m by 3m. Open concrete drains were cut into the asphalt in 

front of Hut 1 presumably to divert surface water away from the entrance. 

Possible hut site 2, measures c10m by 5m. 

Possible hut site 3, measures c11m by 6m. 

Possible hut site 4, measures c13m by 5m. 

Possible hut site 5, measures c11m by 3m. 

Possible hut site 6, measures c10m by 5m. A 2m by 1.7m slab of concrete appears to indicate 

an entrance. 

Possible hut site 7, measures c 65m by 7m and is situated at the base of a steep slope, the 

location, because it appears to have been levelled is assumed to have been the position for 

either a long hut or several shorter ones.   

Central to Buildings C – D – E there is a concrete base measuring 10foot by 5foot 3” (3.1 by 

1.6m), it has a kerb round three sides and a square drain in the SW corner, tree roots cover part 

of it but two grooves have been cut in the floor to drain it, also one side is skewed, and the non- 

kerbed side shows it had a corrugated wall.  

MH 1 is double brick and measures 3feet by 2 foot 4” and 5feet deep internally, (0.9 by 0.6 by 

1.52m) it has a 2foot diameter concrete pipe incoming from the open drain on the east side of 

the road. A grilled window 18” (0.46m) square serves the open gully which runs past, it has 

one of two manhole covers surviving.  

MH 2 measures 6 feet 3” by 4 feet 6” (1.9 by 1.4m), 

MH 3 measures 4 feet by 3 feet (1.2 by 1m) and has a double cover, 

MH 4 measures 4 feet (1.2m) square and is actually a sink with a central drain, water has run 

off the tarmac beside a concrete step and into the square basin, a 1” pipe leads through the side 

wall as an overflow?  
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MH 5 measures 3 feet by 31” (0.9 by 0.8m), it serves the drain in the NE corner Building C 

and also the open gully drain at the N end of that building. One pipe leads in from the direction 

of MH 4 (sink) and another leads out in the direction of MH 7. 

MH 6 measures 4 feet 3” by 3 feet (1.3 by 0.9m), it is –m deep and has a water valve at its SW 

corner, The pipe runs parallel with the road, this is an interesting part of the control of the mains 

water system of the camp. Pl 34. 

MH 7 measures 4 feet by 3 feet (1.2 by 1m), it has two cover slabs, 

MH 8 measures 3 feet 6” by 3 feet (1.1 by 1m),  

MH 9 measures 31” by 27” (0.8 by 0.7m) and has a pipe leading from MH 8 and three others. 

MH 10 measures 3 feet 6” by 3 feet (1.1 by 0.9m) and has a pipe leading from MH 13 and MH 

11, the third leads downhill to MH 12. 

MH 11 measures 3 feet by 2 feet 3” (1 by 0.7m) and has two incoming pipes with a third 

connecting to MH 10. 

MH 12 measures 3 feet 6” by 3 feet (1.1 by 0.9m) and appears to be supplied from MH 10.  

MH 13 measures 4 feet 3” by 4 feet (1.3 by 1.2m) and has served the fireclay sewer pipes from 

the two four hole tanks, it also had an open grill on its side to take water from the gully within 

which it is set, the outlet leads to MH 10. 

MH 14  measures 3 feet square by 16” deep internally and is a single brick structure of Cadder 

bricks, the slab is 36” by 42”, it has two inlet pipes and two exit pipes.   

MH 15 measures 23 by 19 by 12” deep internally, it is single brick and has a cover, it has a 

straight through pipe with 4” fireclay gully but both in and out pipes are “ steel.   

Steps, pathway, and cairn.  Fig 6. 

A straight flight of steps lead downhill in apparent pointless fashion, but it is possible that huts 

lay in that area the sites of which do not render themselves readily to view. A pathway leads at 

right angles to the steps and probably originally connected to another path further south, 

between the two sections of path is a dense area of woodland.  

Beside the supposed part of the path is a small cairn [NS 27215 81095] lying beside a concrete 

pad of c1m square. The oval dome shaped cairn  measured 7feet 2” by 4feet (2.2m by 1.2m) 

and had a kerb of random rocks for part of its edge, the body consisted of pebbles up to 3” and 

was 0.5m high. At its base was a burned layer which contained carbonised beech nut shells. 

No finds of any type were found, and its purpose remains unclear.  

Asphalt surfaces. Fig 6 and Pl 31. 

Three areas of asphalt surface have connected to the main road which was also most likely 

covered in tar by the Americans, although the main roads were originally estate roads adopted 

by the US Navy. Between Buildings B - C - D - E - H the ground was covered in good quality 

asphalt, making access to the huts easier. Two of the camp to road junctions have concrete 

pipes leading below the asphalt for drainage. In other parts of the base the ground between 

buildings was hard packed gravel.  
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Pl 31. Asphalt road surface 

leading in to Galley No 2  

Area B. Extensive areas were 

tar covered between 

buildings. 

Pl 32. Stray items strewn around the area, all found 

near the surface including light bulbs! Beer and Coca 

Cola bottles and a mess tray and tins, all from 

America. 

 

Finds from the area.  Pl 32. 

Rubbish dump at NS 27236 81091. 

Rubbish dump at NS 27433 80940. The small dump comprised mainly of glass jam jars and 

other small bottles including Brylcreem, beer, Coca Cola and medicinal types, all American. 

Shower/toilet.  ST 8. Pl 33.  NS 27160 81190. 

Lying on the east side of the road and almost adjacent to it is a single chemical tank, the four 

ports are visible with the western one surrounded by a small manhole. In the northerly 2” pipe 

between ports is a handle, the only handle seen on the Project. The shower floor if it existed is 

completely absent. 
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Pl 33. ST 8 handle for tank agitator. Pl 34. MH 6 showing water valve handle.  

 

Other sites. 

Toilet block, roadside manholes. Pl 35 & Fig 11. ST 16.  NS 27228 81021.  

On the east side of the road and down a steep bank there is a concrete floor. It measures 9.8 by 

6.3m overall and has a 100mm ledge around its perimeter showing that it was a timber framed 

building, it has no ‘T’ ribs. The NW quadrant is divided by a room made with a 250mm high 

by 150mm thick dwarf wall, it has a 1m entrance in its south side and a fireclay drain in the 

centre of the floor. In the SE side there is a line of five fireclay drains which have served toilet 

bowls, fragments of which were found. Two further fireclay pipe drains, one large and one 

small are in the floor of this chamber, but it has been divided by a wooden batten 75 by 50mm 

fixed to the floor. At the NE side but outside the floor area is a water pipe with a bend on it 

rising from the ground. 

A brick manhole measuring 1m square is nearby at the SW corner of the building, it lies against 

the steep bank and a pipe (still running) connects to a further manhole on the west side of the 

road which serves the adjacent roadside ditches and a larger ditch which runs through the 

woodlands for a considerable distance to the west. 

 
Pl 35. ST 16. Toilet/shower block. Looking east. 
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Fig 11. ST 16. Toilet/shower Block. 

Building’s area.  Fig 12 & Pl 36. NS 27253 81024. 

Lying among dense undergrowth on the east side of the road there are indications of at least 

three buildings. Adjacent flat areas all measuring 11m by 5m have low berms between them 

and scarps at the edges and west ends. Gravel banks measuring 5m by 2.5m have been made 

against the east ends of the two outermost sites, these appear to have been built with drystone 

faces on the E and W long sides. They were possibly three adjacent Quonset huts. 

  
Fig 12. Building locations? Pl 36. Dry Stone platform looking west. 
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Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 2.  NS 27247 80988. 

Beside and on the east side of the road and parallel with it. A long pit 8m by 2m wide is about 

1m deep with a large bank at the south end.  

Shower/Toilet   ST 17.  NS 27205 81001. 

About 20m from and on the west side of the road and within the sitka spruce tree area, a 

concrete floor measuring 4.9m by 2.9m overall, it has dwarf walls, the one on the long south 

side is 10” thick by 10” high while the others are only about 3” thick and on the north side only 

3” high. A water pipe rises at the west end while a water main runs along the east end. Three 

angle iron protrude from the north side. The floor was not cleared and there is no indication of 

the usual tanks because of the woodland growth.    

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 3. NS 27166 81254. 

A water filled area of c8m by 2m has similar dimensions to other possible Air Raid Shelters, 

however at this location there is no upcast material surrounding or at the ends of it. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 4. NS 27162 81265. 

An area of c8m by 2m has similar dimensions to other possible Air Raid Shelters however this 

site is open ended and has massive side banks on each long side. 

Manholes x 2of, both uncovered.   NS 27157 81259. 

At the northern end of the long terrace lying below Building A there are two manholes 4m 

apart. They are built into the slope, both are single brick, and both have straight through pipes 

in channels, the lower manhole measures 32” by 18” by 16” deep, made with Kier & Cawder 

bricks, the intake pipe points to the road above and the outlet pipe is only 1m long on the 

surface of the ground. The second manhole measures 18” by 14” by 12” deep, a 2” steel water 

pipe enters at a high level and the outlet pipe heads towards the lower manhole where it must 

originally have entered it at a higher level (now demolished).  

AREA C.  Fig 2. 

Area C is the strip of woodlands through which the access road travels E/W and is bounded on 

the north side by a field. The area rises steeply from the road and towards the field and is the 

scarp of the local raised beach. There is not much scope in terms of space for large buildings, 

but shower/toilets were built along this ground. This area is included in Area En survey. 

AREA D.  Fig 2. 

Area D is the short strip of woodlands running east of and parallel with the access road via the 

farm. From RAF aerial photographs a complex of Quonset huts can be seen at the upper and 

lower ends of the woodland the north end of which was then expanded into the field (now 

reclaimed). This area is presumed to be a galley area although it has no obvious surrounding 

huts or shower/toilets as is found on all other areas. Some concrete bases are still evident, but 

the area is used by the farm as a midden for cattle dung, consequently it has not been 

investigated further on the ground. It was served by a fireclay drain presently seen running 

down the fence line of the field and all the way to the beach. 
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AREA E.   Fig 2. 

Area E forms the largest single area of the woodlands, however, the densest part occupied by 

former buildings is the eastern side where the present radar station exists. Buildings lie along 

the northern end, given here as Area E north, and a few buildings and other features lie adjacent 

the track which leads down to the beach from Area D, that area is given here as Area E west. 

Galley Complex Area.  Fig 13. 

This is the most complex area of the entire survey comprising of a series of identifiable 

buildings from the AP’s and a series of conjoined floor surfaces known to form a cookhouse 

area. The area is described from the access road to the radar station and along the line of modern 

power cables, beginning with a double pole and transformer near the road. The floors are 

numbered and described A – J. 

Pool and concrete blocks. 

To begin with a rectangular shaped water pond 7.5m long by 3.5m wide and at least 1.5m in 

depth of water and lying parallel with the road is almost certainly not associated with the  

military remains and post-dates them as WWII huts are seen in APs along the road side here. 

However a massive concrete block and a smaller one lie beside the pool, both have curved 

surfaces indicating they supported tanks, the larger block measures 5 feet by 3 feet by 2 feet 

high, it has two 2” steel pipes on its curved surface which may have been outlet pipes for the 

tank which must have been around 1.25m in diameter. The smaller block is 3 feet by 20” by 

24” high. They are obviously not in situ.  

The following four buildings have all been Quonset hut size but only two have T bars (C & D) 

while the other two had timber along all sides of the floors, but they all measure 16 by 37 feet 

(11.1 by 4.8m) the standard size of the first huts to be manufactured in America.  

A. Runs longitudinally from the water pool. The long sides had 9” by 9” timbers while the 

ends had 3” timbers set within a 3” kerb. Centrally placed at the west end is a single power 

cable and earth wire but a second cable must have existed as two short lengths of pipe are in 

situ, one still with a cable. 

B. Runs parallel with the road. The matrix of two electric cables can be seen 1.7m from 

the NE corner on the north side. Like ‘A’ there are no T bars, wood has been bolted around the 

floor edges. 

C. Pl 43. Runs parallel with the road. It has T bars along the sides. 1.7m from the NE 

corner is the electric cables positions as seen from the matrix in the concrete. Two water pipes 

or drains are along the west long side, positioned 3.8m and 5m from the NE corner. 

D. Runs parallel with the road, it has T bars. Three of the corners have features on the floor 

surface; a drain in the NE, water pipe in the SE and at the SW a square sunken area containing 

a drain and a water pipe, two further waterpipes/drains are along the east side. The floor is split 

by a cross wall position made with 3” timber and the northern chamber steps up by 2”.  

Between these building and the main complex is a tarmac road surface which probably 

extended to the main access road. 
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Fig 13. Galley No 3 area. Buildings A and B are most likely ‘dry stores’ given they have 

no water features. Building F is certainly the ‘Cookhouse’ and Building E is certainly the 

‘Scullery’. It is possible that between B and D were two timber floored huts. 
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E. Also measures 16 feet by 37 feet (11.1 by 4.8m) and has been a standard Quonset hut 

indicated by the 10 pairs of ‘T’ bars surviving as stumps along each long side, they are spaced 

at 4 feet apart (1.2m), and the matrix of corrugated sheeting along the north long side in the 

concrete (passage?) which has been laid between E and F. The floor surface has three steel 

drain pipes and two manholes (Pl 39). The manholes both measures 18” by 13” by 15” deep, 

they have been covered by a steel plate bolted to the floor by six bolts which still survive in the 

concrete. The purpose of these pits was uncertain, each has a 4” pipe entering and then inverted 

down, and each has two steel plates emplaced in slots in the pit sides, there are four slots 

extending halfway down the sides and the plates have slots in their lower sides, some sort of 

sieve was suspected but later they were shown to be grease interceptors (see B 12 Area En), 

these features suggest this was the scullery.   

At the western end in the gap between ‘E’ and ‘H’ there are two cable stumps (Pl 40) which 

can be seen to have come into ‘E’. The cables are rubber sheathed three core of 7/044” (10mm) 

cross sectional area, one core is red coloured, one white and the other black. They are therefore 

power cables; two separate uninsulated earth wires are also present.   

F. Has also been a standard Quonset hut 37 feet long but it has been extended to 50 feet 

as indicated by the same concrete matrix but on its south long side of corrugated sheeting (Pl 

41) and also thirteen pairs of ‘T’ ribs indicated between X-Y on plan. The original building 

therefore extended into the area of ‘I’ but for the reason explained below ‘I’ is considered as a 

separate area. Building F was later shown to be the cookhouse.  

Several features indicated the use of water in sinks, a water and drain pipe are at the SE corner 

and a further small drain at the NE. Centrally positioned have been two opposite sink areas 

indicated by drain pipes and open water groove channels on the floor, the southern sink has 

also discharged into a steel drain set at an angle in the floor surface of the ‘passage’ area 

between floors E and F. A similar manhole to those in ‘E’ has been infilled with a steel sink 

drain rising from the area but which discharges into the open gully to the west. That gully 

immediately discharges into a drain hole which in turn runs to a brick manhole at the NW 

corner of ‘G’. Note the Grid Ref on plan. It would appear that a cross wall has been inserted 

about two thirds of the way along the floor to the west, a further three cables the same as those 

in ‘E’ are seen in the wall space here along with two bare earth wires. Along the SE side two 

positions are shown indicating a bench, sink or other apparatus were fixed there. The remainder 

of the floor of ‘F’ is described under ‘I’. F is known to have been a cook house with an adjoining 

oil burner room (G) adjacent to it. Later in the Project the positions of three 80 gallon hot water 

tanks and a 60 gallon coffee ‘kettle’ were established in the two opposing sunken areas on the 

long sides (see below).   

G. Measures 24 by 8.5 feet (7.2 by 2.5m) and has a steel drain pipe at both the SE and SW 

corners. A water pipe also rises outside at the eastern end.  

On the north side of ‘G’ are two flat pillars which have supported a tank as indicated by the 

curvatures in the upper sides. The pillars measure 67” by 47” (1.7m high by 1.2m), the edges 

taper up from 10” to 6” (250mm to 150mm) and a curve on top indicates a tank of about 24” 

(0.6m) diameter has been set there, the length of which is of course indeterminate, however the 

pillars are set eight feet apart (2.45m) and are surrounded by gravel. It is suspected that the 

feature would have held an oil tank. Floor G is known to have been for the oil burner for the 
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cook house F and other buildings, a rust and bitumen stain on the floor probably indicates 

where the rectangular oil burner sat, it measures 1.8m by 1.4m. 

H. Measures 23 feet by 18 feet (6.9 by 5.4m) and although there are a series of seemingly 

unconnected 4” (100mm) square post holes, it is unclear if this area was roofed or not. The 

floor slopes down to an external drain running straight into a fireclay pipe, it is located at the 

SW corner of ‘E’, indicating water was used here. At the southern end is an extension of 

concrete and it steps down to further concrete some 0.3m below the floor. The NE corner 

apparently gives access to the long ‘corridor?’ between ‘E’ and ‘F’, while an ‘L’ shaped dwarf 

concrete wall with an access through to ‘I’ has had a timber plate bolted onto it. The long 

‘corridor?’ between ‘E’ and ‘F’ has raised sides on which are two steel drains on the northern 

side, this feature slopes down towards the east where there presumably was an entrance. The 

‘corridor’ was certainly made after the two Quonset huts E and F were in existence as the 

matrix of the concrete has adopted the corrugations of those huts long sides.  

I. Measures 24 feet by 11 feet (7.2 by 3.3m) and although part of this area on the east side 

has been within the Quonset hut ‘F’, the entire area has been screeded with cement over the 

original concrete. A central drain has a curved open channel running into it, and the drain pipes 

heads in the direction of the manhole beside ‘G’. The west side and a short length of the north 

side has a similar dwarf wall with plate bolts, and within the area are six positions showing on 

the cement screed to indicate the position of a bench or counter with six legs of about 3” 

(75mm) in size. It is assumed that the area north of ‘y’ on plan was roofed, but how so is not 

indicated on the ground. Certainly, the floor surface slopes down in the direction of the arrow 

on plan indicating drainage to that part of the floor and perhaps out of the entrance on the north 

side.   

J. is a ‘D’ shaped walkway 6.5 feet wide (2m) which extends to a point 15m from the main 

buildings, on the south and west sides are four further extensions indicating accesses into 

wooden floored Quonset huts. At the west corner, a fireclay drain pipe runs below the path, 

suggesting the need to keep the area within dry, that area was probed but no concrete was 

traced, it is covered in dense rhododendron bushes. The northern side of the walkway has 4” 

(100mm) post holes set along the edges, and it is suggested these may have supported a covered 

part of the route.  

As happened several times during the project later evidence helped to explain various features, 

the extensions from the pathway (Pl 41) are known to have been the accesses into wooden 

floored Quonset huts. It is possible that a further two such huts were placed adjacent Buildings 

B and D. 

Finds from the area. 

For the most part finds were pieces of ferrous pipes, parts of ‘T’ ribs and miscellaneous items 

much corroded. Several clips were found which have been identified as Part No 20, steel clip 

for holding the hardboard lining and insulation between the T rib sections, 310 of them were 

used on each hut (these became the ubiquitous find type throughout the Project).  

However in the western manhole in ‘E’ four coins were found; a sixpence dated 1921, a penny 

dated 1927, a five cents (a nickel, with Indian head and buffalo on the reverse side) [minted 

1913-1938] and a farthing dated 1935. Two spoons were also found here.  
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Several parts of electrical installations and equipment were found around the area by detecting, 

including four complete sections of tubing incorporating three ES lights and two socket outlets, 

it is known that the electrical installations were prefabricated in the USA, in the case of these 

pieces, two lengths were installed in line along the ceiling of Quonset huts and joined by plugs 

and flexes at each end (Pl 43 & Fig 14). As the four examples were found close by two of the 

air raid shelters, they may have been used as a single strip in them. 

 A junction box (Pl 44 & Fig 15) shows three terminals with double black, red and white cables, 

still connected is a two gang switch with a neutral bar, each switch controlled a double socket 

in round boxes. No earth wires were included in both lighting and sockets, they were wired in 

live and neutral only.  

Discussion 

Part of this survey area is detectable on the RAF AP’s (Pl 180) but unfortunately the main 

complex of floors and the western walkway is obscured in the photos. Based entirely on what 

can be seen the purpose of the building is considered to be a cookhouse but not a canteen. 

Water has played a significant part in the use of most floored areas as indicated by pipes and 

drains, the tank was not for water as the system throughout has a piped underground supply, 

oil seems the best bet, probably for the oil burner next to the cook house. The internal manholes 

in ‘E’ were originally inexplicable, but they were later explained as grease traps in Area En 

(see below) in the western one several coins and spoons were found (above). The RAF AP’s 

show buildings on SW side where the paths on that side apparently lead. The water pond near 

the road is considered to be post war, perhaps associated with the adjacent modern radar station 

built in the 1970’s or as a water supply for forest fires? 

 

Pl 37. Showing Area E, the only visible features were the tank pillars but probing soon 

established the rest of the complex. Looking west.  
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Pl 38. Same view as Pl 37 above after clearance. Showing from left to right Buildings E, 

F and G, with I and J beyond. Note the dense rhododendron bushes and trees, also the 

asphalt surface which stretches from the access road at the radar station (see Fig 13).  

  
Pl 39. Building E, Scullery grease 

trap. Looking south. 

Pl 40. Detail of cables Building E. Looking 

west. 
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Pl 41 (above). West wall position of 

Building F with matrix of concrete 

from the ‘corridor’. Looking south. 

Pl 42 (above). Access to wooden floored 

Quonset hut from Building H. Looking south. 

 

Pl 43. Building C looking south west with two sets of complete lighting tubes laid on floor. 

Note the asphalt  

 

Fig 14. Prefabricated electric lights from USA connected via sockets and plugs. 

 

 

 
Pl 44. Electric junction box. Fig 15. Switched sockets from J/box (left). 

 

Building Electrical.  Pl 45 & Fig 16. NS 27361 80919. 

Built on the west side of the road a concrete floor measures 24 feet by 16 feet (7.3 by 4.8m). 

The northern end has a central pit measuring 7 feet by 2 feet and 14” deep, it is otherwise 

featureless apart from a 2” steel pipe entering from the west side and one end has been provided 

with a ledge for supporting covering planks. A cross channel of 9” by 6” deep traverses E/W 

and a right angle branch runs to the southern end but terminates short of the edge, the channels 

are also provided with ledges to support plank coverings. Along the west and east sides are 
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seven ‘T’ section ribs stumps spaced 4feet apart indicating this was a Quonset hut type 

building, the ribs have been fitted to angle irons running through the building floor from east 

to west and two of these are seen in the smaller cable trench. That shows that the building was 

erected on the floor angle irons and then the concrete poured, however, no angle irons run 

through the pit which is deeper than the cable trenches. 

  
Pl 45. Electrical building looking west, 

the pit would have been for a switch 

board and the generator would occupy 

the larger space (see also Pl 70). 

Fig 16. Plan of electrical building. 

 

Pl 46. Pathway. 

Also near the above building and between the roadside 

at NS 27367 80907 and to NS 27360 80900, a gravel 

path bounded on both edges with rounded beach 

cobbles >12” has been made. It is c12m long by 1.8m 

wide and appears to terminate at an expanded area of 

about 3m in diameter with similar rocks. 

This is one of the few features on the site which were 

made with stones, and which may have been purely 

decorative, it is most likely that they are associated with 

the camp. 
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 Shower/Toilet       ST 20.  NS 27309 80885. 

A rectangular concrete floor measuring 16 feet by 9 feet (4.8 by 2.7m) with parts of a dwarf 

wall surviving. Five ‘T’ rib stumps on the long sides indicate the side walls. A water pipe rises 

from the floor while another rises from a through pipe at the opposite end. There are two small 

drains on the floor. There are no traces of other features as the area is badly overgrown. 

Building.        NS 27411 80952. 

On the east side of the road there is a concrete floor measuring 22  feet by 5 feet 6”. The corners 

only were established due to fallen trees covering it. There are no other details. 

Shower/Toilet. Pl’s 47 – 51 & Fig 17. ST 19.  NS 273787 80933. 

On the east side of the road and opposite the electrical building (above) there is a rectangular 

concrete floor measuring 16 feet by 5feet 6” (4.9 by 2.8m) with parts of a 12” (300mm) dwarf 

wall surviving on the NW sides, but that on the S&E side is only 31/2” high. Some ‘T’ rib 

stumps on the long sides indicate the side walls. A water pipe rises from the floor in a corner 

while there are two small drains on the floor. Two angle iron protrude from the east side to 

give the full width of the Quonset hut there, a timber beam 8” square runs along the east wall 

position. 

The toilet chemical tanks are partially seen, the western one is covered in concrete 1m wide, 

but the three internal ports are infilled with concrete as are the visible ports of the other tank. 

The external port has a manhole surrounding it and that port which was lidded is clear. 

Alongside the western tank is the remains of another 8” square wall beam and it can be seen 

that the concrete covering the steel tank was laid up to the timber. Running across the floor 

area are two complete angle iron floor supports, each above the western tank and each 16 feet 

(4.9m) long giving the full width of the Quonset hut there. A 4” fireclay T branch runs directly 

to a nearby manhole, but it is obvious that the fireclay pipes were built after the demise of the 

chemical tanks and were crudely installed above the timber floor surface! Parts of WC fittings 

were strewn around as was much asbestos sheeting (broken), the latter being to fireproof the 

oil burner area beside the shower floor. Much burning had taken place during demolition. 

 

Pl 47. The shower floor before clearance looking west. 
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Pl 48. The shower floor after clearance 

looking north. The oil burner would have sat 

on the rhs (or foreground above). Note the 

difference in dwarf wall heights, every 

shower floor varied slightly in detail, but all 

were the same size in area to fit within the 

Quonset hut. 

 

Fig 17. Details gleaned at ST 19. Here the tank ports were infilled with concrete after the 

fireclay drains were installed. In situ timbers were found at both long walls where the 

corrugated sheeting was nailed on. During demolition considerable burning of timber 

had taken place. The steel mesh was merely an abandoned article of no direct significance. 

See Fig 9 for typical reconstruction. 
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Manhole 5. The manholes were generally 

well made, often screeded within. The 

bricks and fireclay pipes were all Scottish 

in origin, in this case KEIR & CAWDER 

bricks. The fireclay pipes were sourced 

from potteries at Cumbernauld, 

Coatbridge, Kilmarnock and Newmains as 

the impressed inscriptions testify.  

 

Pl 49. The usual indicator of toilets were 

fireclay pipes strewn around, in this case 

the arrow indicates one in situ, beneath it 

but not connected is the sceptic tank, 

parts of WC’s can also be seen. 

Pl’s 50 & 51. 

 

Manholes by five of. 

In the vicinity of the above site there are a group of manholes and a drain running under the 

road.  

MH 1 On the west side of the road at NS 27381 80904, it measures 38” by 24” by 16” deep. 

It appears to serve the cookhouse area, but it flows into another manhole on the east side of the 

road. 

The following three manholes are on the east side of the road and partly at least in association 

with a former toilet area indicated by broken fireclay pipes and fragments of at least one 

smashed toilet bowl.  

MH 2 NS 27386 80908, the brick manhole is 1m square and is built on the east side of the 

road, it was only seen because of a windblown tree on top of it exposed a cover slab, one of 

two. The drain runs through at a cross angle to the manhole and one side is collapsed due to 

the tree falling.  
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MH 3 NS 27379 80928, the brick manhole measures 27” by 18” by 24” deep (0.9m by 0.7m 

by 0.6m deep). 

MH 4 NS 27379 80928, lying adjacent MH 3 measures 21” by 18” by 12” deep (0.5m by 

0.45m by 0.3m deep). 

MH 5 NS 27383 80930, the brick manhole has Kerr & Cawder bricks. It measures 39” by 31” 

by 31” deep (1m by 0.8m by 0.8m deep) and is still covered by two concrete slabs. The outlet 

pipe can be traced downhill to NS 27397 80980 where it can be seen, presumably it continued 

originally and ran into the sea. One input pipe runs from the broken fireclay pipes which served 

ST 19 (above).  

Drain pipes.  

A drain runs below the road at NS 27375 80914, it serves an open gully beside the road which 

starts at the electrical building and extends south towards the cookhouse area, such open drains 

are seen at several places beside the camp roads.  

Air Raid Shelter. PL’s 52 & 53.  ARS 1  NS 27338 80941. 

On the west side and almost adjacent the road is a mound 2m high, leading away from it to the 

west is a ditch 2m wide by 8m long, at the other end is a lesser mound while a slight bank exists 

on the north long side only. The base appears to be level at only 0.75m below the surrounding 

ground and probing reveals a gravel floor at the edges. Two sondage were opened at each end 

of the pit to reveal three planks of a walkway at the eastern roadside end and nothing at the 

other. No constructional evidence was found from the limited excavation.  

Every one of the twenty four air raid shelters recorded conformed to the same dimensions and 

with the exception of three (No’s 21, 22, 23 & 24) were seen merely as a flat ditch and 

earthworks, a bank (blast wall) such as this example being at one end only.   

  
Pl 52. ARS 1. Winter water. Pl 53. ARS 1. Sondage showing boards. 
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Chemical tank. (Shower/toilet hut)  ST 18.  NS 27341 80964. 

On the east side of the road and about 10m from it is a chemical tank with four holes showing 

and a small manhole at the west end of the tank, some broken fireclay pipes are nearby, but it 

is uncertain if any are in situ. This type of site has been found in several locations and is more 

fully described at others. 

Road drain and pipe. Pl’s 54 & 55.  NS 27321 80963. (centre of road) 

On the west side of the road and adjacent to it is a concrete slab covering a drain pipe which 

leads to the opposite (east) side, a stone built revetment covers the road drain as it discharges 

in to an open gully which leads downhill towards the beach. At the lower end of the gully at 

NS 27346 80999 are the broken but in situ remains of a fireclay pipe drain, its destination uphill 

is indeterminate. 

  
Pl 54. Many of the road crossings are now 

blocked causing flooding on the western 

sides. 

Pl 55. Manhole coverings at the road 

crossings were used as bridges across the 

ditch. 

 

Hut site? Scrap metal. Pl 56 & Fig 18.  NS 27260 80875. 

On the west side of the military road and lying on an area of gravel is a pile of angle iron and 

three glass window panes. The glass panes measure 12” by 10” and form a stack. The angle 

iron forms at least six pieces, all the same size and shape.  

 

 

Pl 56. Metal frames in pile, note clean gravel of the area 

indicating a wooden floored hut position. 

Fig 18. Detail of 

frames. 
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Air raid shelter pits and banks appear to abound in this area, all are seen as 8m long flat pits 

with a mound at one end, the mound representing a blast wall. Nearly all the sites recorded in 

this project were filled with forest debris and in the case of the examples here along the beach 

edge, with windblown sea litter. The litter has been removed and only some of the other shelters 

were cleaned of debris for recording. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 5.   NS 27272 80878. 

On the west side of the military road. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 6.   NS 27273 80851. 

On the west side of the military road. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 7.   NS 27275 80904. 

On the west side of the military road, near an electricity pole.  

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 8.   NS 27297 80975. 

On the east side of the main road. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 9.   NS 27325 81003. 

On the east side of the main road and near the beach.  

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 10.   NS 27354 80988. 

On the east side of the main road and near the beach. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 11.   NS 27378 80982. 

On the east side of the main road and near the beach. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 12.   NS 27413 80937. 

On the east side and near the main road and running parallel with it. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 13.   NS 27407 80978. 

On the east side of the main road and near the beach. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 14.   NS 27421 80973. 

On the east side of the main road and near the beach. 

[The five sites “near the beach” are all in line, but with the last one lying at right angle to the 

beach. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 15.   NS 27335 80890.  

Near the road through woodlands. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 16.   NS 27367 80880.  

Near the road through woodlands, a steel sheet of corrugated metal measuring 8 feet by 12” 

lay nearly buried in the end mound = blast wall. 
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Two water supply valves and pipes.  Pl’s 57 & 58.  NS 27294 80942. 

In the vicinity of the above two air raid shelters are two water supply pipes and valves. They 

lie only between 2m and 3m from the road made by the camp builders and in fact their 4” 

(100mm) pipes both run under the road at an oblique angle at NS 27287 80937 on the east side 

and at NS 27283 80941 on the west side. The double pipes appear to be laid under the road on 

a heavy plank. The two valves are 2m apart, and while one valve appears to run straight through 

the other is set at an angle and runs parallel with the road, it therefore sits at an angle to the 

pipe run from the road. The six spoke control wheels are 7” (180mm) in diameter. Most 

interestingly the two valves were found in square earth pits, not manholes and which had never 

been infilled with forest debris! 

  
Pl’s 57 & 58. Water main valves. Seen elsewhere enclosed in manholes these two were 

simply lying below the ground surface, found by metal detector. The water supply system 

to the camp was extensive, pipework of varying sizes running to several miles.   

Road.         at NS 27287 80937. 

The road at this point is clear of woodland and measures 10m across with a sloping berm on 

each side down to 1m wide ditches [which the above pipes pass through]. The road is not 

surfaced with asphalt as other parts of the camp, rather in is a compacted layer of hardcore. The 

road was built by the camp makers to service huts on each side and is clearly seen on various 

aerial photographs. 

Manhole.       NS 27300 80964. 

NGR at main road 6m from manhole in bushes.  

The uncovered manhole is cement rendered within and measures internally 0.7 by 0.5 by 0.9m 

deep, a channel in the base curves and indicates the outlet heading for the roadside, no manholes 

on the other side of the road were found. A 1” water pipe enters the pit at a high level.  

Steel hawser.       NS 27315 80940. 

Lying covered in moss was a steel wire rope hawser 8m long, it is 25mm thick twisted strands 

and has one end sealed with a drum measuring 3” by 3” with a 2” hexagonal flange. 

Possible hut site?      NS 27346 80976. 

On the east side of the main road and between it and the beach, there is a prominent flat area 

measuring 19m by 5m, probing detected a gravel surface, and it is suspected as being one of 

many such locations where Quonset huts once sat, these would have had timber floors rather 

than the concrete ones which are more positively defined in the area. 
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Shower/Toilets.  Pl’s 59 – 61.    ST 21.  NS 27370 80833.  

Lying west of the road there is a complex of toilet floor and two tanks. A concrete floor 

measuring 16 feet 3” by 5 feet 2” ( 4.95 by 2.8m) has dwarf walls between 4” and 51/2” (100mm 

by 140mm) thick by 9” (230mm) high on the floor and 14” (360mm) on the outside. There are 

two entrances, one at the east end is 31” (790mm) wide, while the west one is 27” (680mm) 

wide, there is no indication of how a door may have been fixed although a brass hinge was 

found here, the floor at the 31” gap runs straight out while the other has a 3” (75mm) dwarf 

wall. The floor surface slopes significantly from W to E, but this is probably due to tree root 

upheaval. The stumps of five ‘T’ bars are seen along the side walls.  

On the floor are three steel pipes in line, two are 21/2” diameter and are waste pipes surviving 

to 6” (150mm) high while the third beside the west entrance is a 2” water pipe. On the north 

side of the building four angle irons project to an indeterminate length under heavy woodland 

debris, interestingly the entire concrete platform sits on the edges of the angles, not on the flat 

sides. A heavy gauge copper pipe of 3/8” diameter appears to have arrived at the north side and 

enclosed within a 1” steel pipe, it is assumed to be an oil pipe. (it was later known as the oil 

supply to the boiler for the Quonset hut, see Fig 9).  

Lying in line with the floors southern edge and 11 feet 3” (3.35m) to the east is a four hole 

tank. The tank is covered in concrete which measures 11feet 10” (3.6m) long by 40” (1m) wide, 

it is level topped but curves downwards on the N side, while the other side is straight and has 

had a 3” batten fixed to it. The four metal holes are 12” (300mm) in diameter and are 

equidistantly spaced along the centre of the concrete, the ends show evidence of having lids 

bolted down.  

Nine feet (2.75m) to the north is an identical tank running parallel with the one described, a 

slight difference is the eastern hole being surrounded by four bricks which were cemented 

down (later realised that this was out-with the building and for emptying the tank). At the tank 

described (the southern one) there are fireclay sewer pipes on each side. On the south side a 

pipe approaches from the east at an angle, it has one vertical opening and after only 20” (0.5m) 

a vertical bend has been formed. On the other side of the tank a pipe runs parallel with it and 

at 40” (1m) away, it has two vertical openings each in line with the two central holes in the 

tank (the fireclay pipes were later realised as Phase Two toilets but in this case they were set 

well within the floor space of the hut) 

On the southern tank a ¾” T piece of a rod is one of two handles for the tank agitators. 

These sceptic tanks all around the site appear to be nearly filled with gravel and are known as 

“chemical tanks”. The gravel must have been used to partially seal the tanks after the new 

sewage system of fireclay drainpipes was installed. 
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Pl 59. ST 21. Looking north over the two sceptic tanks and later fireclay drains. 

  

Pl’s 60 & 61. ST 21. Views before and after clearance of the shower floor, the oil burner 

pipe was on the rhs.  

In the vicinity of the above toilets there are three Air Raid Shelters with same dimensions as 

others, i.e. a pit 8m long by 2m wide.  

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 17.  NS 27381 80844.  

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 18.   NS 27364 80819. 

Air Raid Shelter.   ARS 19.   NS 27305 80758. 

Pipe run to beach. 

A 12” fireclay pipe is seen as an isolated bend at NS 27310 80706, it is traced to the beach but 

at NS 27334 80670 and beside a path there is a Y branch (rodding point?) which then runs to 
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the beach 15m west of the mine watching post there (see Fig 2). Brick features on the beach 

appear to have been the termination of this pipe which has another Y branch nearby. This pipe 

must have served or intended to serve buildings near the bend in the roadway at circa NS 2730 

8097. The pipe run travels along the west side of a hollow way road and has been covered in a 

gravel mound. 

Rubbish dump.  

Rubbish dump at NS 27238  80907. The small dump comprised mainly of a few bottles and 

old buckets and cans. Two Coca Cola bottles along with several British beer bottles were 

discovered. 

Strangely, and considering there were thousands of servicemen at Base Two, little of personal 

effects have been recovered in the project, despite the fact that a metal detecting sweep of many 

parts of the camp were done. Two small rubbish caches produced a few bottles and some shoes, 

it therefore seems that the organisation of the camp ensured rubbish did not accumulate around 

the buildings. One area of rubbish dumping was identified and that is on Meikleross beach in 

the SW corner of Area E. Unfortunately, the ferrous metal disposed there has massed into a 

hard crust, but miscellaneous items (e.g. see Pl 171) are from time to time picked up as they 

erode from it. Not directly connected with the project, a dog walker has picked up occasional 

items from both the beach and the woodlands and some of these have been kindly notified to 

the writer and are given in the following list of finds. See App III. 

AREA En. Fig 19. 

On the south side of the road and running parallel with it are eight concrete floors. A 

shower/toilet suite lies slightly to the east of them and a further three are north of the road. A 

main 6” fireclay drain runs E/W further downslope, north of the main drainage ditch, and has 

several branch drains seen as channels on the ground leading up towards the roadway buildings. 

Three air raid shelters are clearly visible along the south side and several outlines of former 

wooden floored huts can be seen, some with concrete paths leading to their entrances.  

 

Fig 19. Plan of Area C. Galley No 4. 
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Drain pipes.       NS 27133 81146. 

Lying on the south side of the road and exposed by a fallen tree is a 6” fireclay drain pipe which 

runs parallel with the road, a 4” branch leads to the south to an unknown position.  

B1. Shower/toilet. [Not on plan]  ST 10.  NS 27093 81140. 

The concrete shower slab measures 4.9m by 2.7m, the slab is entire but there is no trace of the 

usual dwarf walls! Traces of two chemical tanks can be seen, the southern one has two fireclay 

toilet positions on its north side, but unusually these toilets have been made about 1.8m from 

the side of the hut, the norm is that the phase two fireclay pipes and toilet positions run above 

the chemical tanks. A covered single brick manhole measuring 42” by 28” is located outside 

the SW corner of the former Quonset hut and served the toilet there and also some other 

unknown location further north. The manhole does not appear to connect to another nearby 

roadside manhole (42” by 38”) which clearly served the hut showers and wash hand basins and 

discharged eastwards, it has one of two covering slabs in situ. Beside the road there is a roadside 

ditch which must have a drain running under the obvious access to this location.   

B2.  Shower/toilet. Fig 19.  ST 11.  NS 27044 81096. 

The concrete shower floor measures 5m by 2.6m, the side walls are knocked off and the entire 

slab is uplifted partially revealing the northern underside. 2” square wire grid has been used to 

reinforce the concrete which can be shown to have been laid on a wooden floor surface made 

with tongue and groove boards 31/2” wide and covered in a thin metal sheet. The woodwork 

was laid on the cross spar angle irons for the T ribs. The western spar survived completely 

while the others were truncated by decay. Two 3” drains and a 2” water pipe were in the usual 

positions and a galvanised pipe (for oil?) rose in the NE corner; the pipe travelled under the 

floor. The partial remains of one floor batten survived on the north side of the slab and much 

asbestos sheeting fragments lay around. The toilet chemical tanks at the east end were partially 

visible and conformed to the usual arrangement seen elsewhere, however a 4” fireclay drain 

pipe was installed with at least two toilet bowl positions, one of which was blocked with 

cement. This drain crossed the floor towards the northern chemical tank and also turn towards 

the road where it entered a manhole which discharge over the road but also had another intake 

obviously from the shower floor and the wash hand basins positions. Finally, a 6” fireclay pipe 

emerged at the road side bank from a central position on the floor of the building, its purpose 

remains unclear.  

B3. Shower/toilet.  Fig’s 19 & 20 & Pl’s 62 – 63.     ST 12. NS 26978 81087. 

The concrete shower base has been moved out of alignment, but the hut position can be 

determined by the position of the in situ chemical tank in the SW corner. The crucially 

convincing evidence that in nearly every instance the shower/toilets had two phases of toilet 

installation comes from this site. A single brick roadside manhole (32” by 19” by 18” deep) 

has been built into the southern end of the chemical tank truncating it by about 10”. Strangely, 

part of the tank end is incorporated within the manhole base. An open topped fireclay ‘T’ piece 

has connected to the drain from the hut (now broken). Leaving the manhole on the hut side are 

three lengths of pipe with three toilet positions, the pipe bends at a right angle to cross to the 

other side of the hut where it bends again to service the unseen toilets there. The fireclay pipe 

runs along and slightly above the chemical tank overlying the end hole.  
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Fig 20. ST 12.  Showing the roadside manhole cutting into the end of the chemical/septic 

tank, and new WC positions with fireclay pipes above the tank. 

  
Pl’s 62 & 63. Showing Phase 1 and 

Phase 2 WC positions In ST 12. 

CADDER bricks. 

Pl 64. ST 13. Looking east.  
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B4. Shower/toilet. [Not on plan]  PL 65. ST 14.  NS 27120 81108. 

The shower concrete base measuring 5m by 2.9m is almost complete, the end walls at the 

entrance are 7” high while the remaining dwarf walls are 15” high. A most unusual (unique?) 

aspect of this building has been a 2” thick concrete floor beside the shower slab and the rest of 

the hut interior, only previously recorded as having wooden floors. The concrete has been 

poured over 6” boards which have left their matrix on the underside of the concrete which has 

been badly mauled and broken, possibly during demolition of the hut. Some of the chemical 

tank’s holes are visible and on the NE corner and three fireclay toilet positions are in situ along 

with the external vent pipe, they are installed along the external edge of the tank. A roadside 

manhole measures 28” by 24” by 18” deep has serviced the toilets.  

 

 
Pl 66. Building 6 looking east, no floor features, this 

may be a ‘dry store’. Note the cable in foreground. 

 

Pl 65. ST 14. Showing concrete 

flooring and WC positions for 

both tank and drains. 

Pl 67. Building 9, Possible the bakehouse looking west. 

 

  
Pl’s 68 – 69. Building 9, drain and positions of equipment = bakehouse? 
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B5. Shower/toilet.  Pl 64 & Fig 9.  ST 13.  NS 27078 81098. 

The shower concrete base is complete at this location with dwarf walls and entrances. Two 

offset drains and a water pipe are seen on the floor. T ribs adjacent the shower floor are visible, 

but the main difference between this site and others are the fragmented timber floor beams 

which survive in a charred condition, they have been 6” square, Three manholes in line serve 

the two shower cubicle drains and the former wash hand basins on the north long side, 4” steel 

pipes connect to each manhole which measures 20” by 16” by12” deep and are made with 

KIER & CAWDOR bricks. A further small manhole has served the toilets where on the south 

side a fragmented 4” fireclay pipe is in situ, the end upward facing hole has been the vent pipe 

outside the Quonset hut. The chemical tank on that side is partially visible but the one to the 

north was not seen. Asbestos sheeting fragments lay around the area. 

B6.    Pl 66.    NS 27044 81077. 

The concrete floor measures 37 feet by 17 feet (11.3m by 5.2m), the floor is featureless, but a 

single cable and earth wire are seen at the west end. The ends have a 3” slot for the walls and 

on each log side there is an ‘extension’ of concrete where a timber batten 8” wide by 3” deep 

has been bolted down. There are no T ribs therefore the building may not have been a Quonset 

hut(?). At the corners and along the walls are post holes 8” square. This is likely to have been 

a ‘dry store’ as described by Seabees Museum. 

B7.        NS 27054 81061. 

This building is the same as B6 above. 

B8.        NS 27032 81061. 

The concrete floor measures  37 feet by 17 feet (11.3m by 5.2m), it is sub-divided with the 

room at the east end measuring 6.3m long, a 3” batten has been bolted to the floor and the west 

end floor is 2” lower than that to the east. T bars are showing along the sides. There is a 

circular brass drain cover in the SE corner and a sink area with drain in the NW corner. A 1” 

pipe within a 2” pipe rises in the SW corner and a further two 1” pipes are located just outside 

the corner; these may be oil pipes. 3m to the west are two 2” pipes set 24” apart, they rise 

through a concrete patch surrounded by asphalt. A subsided patch is immediately up slope, 

seen as a broken concrete slab below the asphalt, nothing was found to explain the feature. 

B9.   Pl’s 67 – 69.    NS 27030 81067. 

The concrete floor measures 37 feet by 17 feet (11.3m by 5.2m). A 2” pipe is located centrally 

on the south side and a circular brass drain cover is 4.2m from the NE corner where central to 

that but set 0.6m out on to the floor some equipment measuring 2m by 1.5m has left a rust trace 

on the floor. On the same north side there has been further equipment bolted to the floor, 1.6m 

from the NE corner, it shows as four bolts in the concrete forming a rectangle 29” by 17”. It is 

possible that this building was a bakehouse, but they are still to be positively identified. 

B10.   Pl 70.    NS 27032 81083. 

The concrete floor measures 25 feet by 16 feet (7.6m by 5m) in total. T ribs are showing along 

the walls. The floor is split entirely N/S by a cable channel measuring 10” by 8” deep, it has a 

branch the same size running west but not to the end of the floor, two cross ribs cross through 

the duct. Both cannels have been covered by 2” deep slats. A trench in the west end measures 
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7 feet by 2 feet and 12” deep, it has no outward pipes and has been covered only at the western 

end with slats. This building is almost identical to B (see Pl 45). 

  
Pl 70. Building 10 looking west. Compare with Pl 45. Pl 71. Steel Pole (FH 4). 

  

Steel pole. PL 71.  FH 4.   NS 27054 81061. 

At the NE corner of B7 was a loose single steel pole 30” tall and filled with concrete, but it 

was rotted off its concrete base, a block measuring 17” square with a 12” recess within which 

was central hole with a 6” steel pipe, within that pipe was another measuring 3” in diameter. 

(These poles are now interpreted as fire hydrants bollards, see Fig 5).  

B11.  Pl’s 72 – 74.    NS 27015 81062. Cookhouse. 

The concrete floor measures 37 feet by 17 feet (11.3m by 5.2m) and has T ribs. The floor of 

this building has been much modified by poorly laid cement screeding in various places. Two 

opposing sunken positions for what were now known to be for a 60 gallon ‘coffee kettle’ on 

four legs, and three 80 gallon hot water tanks on tripod legs each location had a floor drain. A 

grease interceptor with a broken cover lies next to the coffee kettle position. Oil and water 

pipes are at the SE corner and the same are repeated in the NE corner of the adjacent boiler 

room floor. Two stumps of pipe on the west wall indicate the position of absent cables. Only 

part of the boiler room was cleared because of mature trees but on the north side are two 

concrete tank supports measuring 1m long by 0.3m wide and 0.5m high, the curvature of the 

upper surfaces indicate a tank (oil) of between 0.9 and 1m in diameter. The east end of the 

building has a concrete pad measuring 2.5m by 1m as an entrance step, it has been laid on top 

of asphalt. An open drain adjacent to it has been made with concrete cut into the road surface. 

The west end of the floor is 0.4m above the ground level. Between this building and B12 

concrete has been laid terminating level with the west end of B12.  

Between B5, 6, 8 and 9 is an asphalt surface with the two pipes rising from concrete cut into 

the asphalt (already alluded to). 
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Pl 72. View west over cookhouse B11. Pl 73. Cookhouse grease trap. 

 

 

 
Pl 74. B11 cookhouse boiler room oil 

tank supports. 

Pl 75. Looking east over B12 Scullery. 

 

 

 

  

 

Pl 76. B12 Scullery 

grease interceptor 

1 of 2. 

Pl 77. B12 Scullery 

grease interceptor 

steel drain.  

Pl 78. Pathway leading west from B12 

Scullery. To timber floored huts. 

 

B12.   Pl’s 75 – 78.    NS 27023 81055. Scullery. 

The concrete floor measures 37 feet by 17 feet (11.3m by 5.2m) and has T ribs. It has a central 

drain and a 1” pipe within a 2” pipe on the south side for oil(?), and a 21/2” pipe on the floor = 
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water(?). Most importantly, two complete manhole covers of cast iron are located along the 

south long wall, each has a 21/2” pipe adjacent. The plates are identified with the following on 

the castings: J.2 JOSAM CASCADE GREASE INTERCEPTOR PAT PENDING. 

The same company supplied the small chromium round drain covers e.g. Pl 23 at Building F, 

Area B. The company still traded in 2021. 

A steel drain pipe leads from the eastern one to a fireclay drain which runs downhill to the 

south. Six brass nuts hold down the covers. Here then is the explanation for this building as the 

Scullery where dishes etc would be washed, the holes beside the manholes being sink drains. 

The interiors are described in Building E in Area E, where interpretation was not possible as 

the drain covers were absent there. A further grease interceptor is seen damaged on the floor 

of adjacent building B11 here and another was found with grease in situ in Area F (see plan).  

Paths. 

Leading from the west end of B9 to the west is a 1m wide concrete path (Pl 78) which runs off 

at a slight angle for 12m, where it turns left for a further 6m. It also turns right and left again 

where it branches to two hut positions. The paths can be seen to lead to the ghost outlines of 

former wooden floored huts. Adjacent B9 two longitudinal slots 24” by 2” in the path indicate 

a narrow porch leading into the building. The path and hut alignments presumably were made 

to avoid extant trees when the camp was built. 

Along the path lies a concrete block measuring 1.2m by 0.6m by 150mm deep, it has a three 

sided ‘kerb’ of 2” wide by 4” deep but its purpose is unknown.  

Pit.      NS 26979 81070. 

A roadside pit measures c7m by 6m and 2m deep. It has sloping sides which consist of gravel 

as does the base which 0.4m down produced sherds of broken fireclay drain pipes. A loose, 

2.5m length of 3” steel pipe reached this depth and a curved concrete block for a tank support 

also appeared to have been thrown into the pit. A sondage cut in to the east end failed to 

establish the original cut. It is possible the pit is not associated with the military remains and 

could be a forestry water pond for firefighting, but that is speculative.  

Other huts and concrete paths.  

In several locations the ghost positions of wooden floored Quonset huts can be seen as scarped 

and level areas, undoubtedly many more positions are less easily detectable in the vicinity.  

28m west of B3 (ST 12) there is a concrete slab measuring 42” by 38” and forming a bridge 

over the road side gully, the slab rests on concrete abutments set 24” apart and a 12” drain pipe 

runs from it under the road, but a pipe could not be located on the other side of the road. A 

possible wider access (3m) may be immediately to the east of it, obviously giving access to 

that area but no definite building locations were identified there.   

Drains and manhole.  Fig 19.   

A main 6” drain runs from east to west a few metres north of the main drainage ditch at the 

lower end of the area, four rodding? Open ended T pieces are at NS 27066 81027, NS 27033 

81034, NS 27009 81038, NS 26986 81040, the last one leads directly to a nearby manhole 

which is 24” by 20” and is made with KIER & CAWDOR bricks, it has a bend within, and a 
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lid lies beside it. Faint ditches running downhill are evidently drains leading to this sewer, 

certainly one leads from B9.  

Air Raid Shelter.  Fig 19.  ARS 20.  NS 27083 81043. 

The feature differs only in one respect from others recorded, here it has a ‘blast wall/bank at 

both ends, formed by large oval shaped mounds.  

Air Raid Shelter.  Fig 19.  ARS 21.  NS 26971 81049. 

This air raid shelter lies at a similar angle to No 20 and is of similar dimensions to others but 

has the distinction of having cement filled bags forming at least the southern ‘blast’ wall, 

internally it can be seen that the bags form a straight wall, another ‘blast’ wall bank is at the 

opposite end.   

Air Raid Shelter. Fig 19 and Pl’s 79 - 82. ARS 22.  NS 26946 81032. 

Pl 79. Air raid shelter – what air raid 

shelter? Before clearance looking west. 

The long pit of this shelter is 9m long by 2.5m 

wide and runs E/W, it is adjacent and parallel 

with the main drainage ditch. This feature is 

one of the best preserved of its type in the 

entire survey as it has cement filled bags 

forming the long sides as well as the double 

‘blast’ walls. Cement bags form a gap 

presumed to be an entrance on the SW corner, 

the gap is 1.1m as shown by the bags, 15 bags 

high are counted at the west end, seemingly 

sloping inwards probably over the now absent 

metal sheeting of the roof. The ground within 

the ‘entrance’ was over 0.5m deep in sludge 

caused by the water level of the nearby ditch, 

this had perfectly preserved various timbers 

on the floor which could be seen to have been 

cut through 0.5m of till making the floor 2m 

below the extant cement bags. Two 

longitudinal boards were laid over cross 

boards, the upper floor boards were missing 

in the area exposed, several battens and round 

timber lay above and may have formed a step 

down into the chamber. 

Several mounded areas are noted in the 

vicinity but their purpose if any is not 

understood. 
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Pl 80. Looking east after clearing. With cement bags on long wall. 

 

Pl 81. Looking north through entrance of cement bags, note the two columns on the left 

once thought to be a narrowing of the entrance, it is now known that the bags were 

stacked in columns. 

 

Pl 82. Looking south at the entrance showing floor timbers. 
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AREA Ew. 

Between areas En and Ew on the south side of the main drainage ditch the sitka spruce forest 

is almost totally windblown and impenetrable. The RAF aerial photographs do not show much 

in that area but what there may be is not accessible for investigation. 

A track adjacent to the field leads straight down to the beach where a concrete cess tank has 

been built. Along the full length of the track a fireclay drain pipe can be traced and which 

presumably serviced AREA D where the remains of a similar pipe can be traced down the field 

edge of most of that area, however a main drain runs E/W across the lower part of AREA En 

and that possibly connects to the pipe leading to the beach. At the corner near the cattle grid is 

a concrete floor surface, terraced areas and also three steel posts (FH 5) with a central pole 

setting. Further down the track an access over a drain pipe connecting both sides of the ditch 

leads to toilet tanks and a manhole, nearby is a concrete slab and a brick structure. Another two 

steel poles (FH 6) are located near the track. 20m from the beach another brick structure is 

located beside the track and finally a concrete tank lies at the beach edge, now precariously 

undermined by the sea. 

B1.  Pl 83.     NS 26788 80996. 

25m down the path leading to the beach is a concrete floor of B1, it measures 53 feet by 22 feet 

(16m by 6.6m) in total and is similar but not identical to Building F in Area B. The principal 

similarities are the offshoot ends for sliding doors at each corner, they measure 7 feet 6” by 

14” wide (2.3m by 0.5m) and the 9 foot by 8 foot area partition with a small dwarf wall (4” 

wide by 3” high) near the centre. There is a single drain on the main floor and a possible water 

pipe and sink drain along the south side, two further water pipes have risen near the corners of 

the partitioned area, within which there are no features compared with that in Area B. The four 

sides have a 3” slot at the floor edge with bolts every 24” indicating a wall plate, there are no 

T ribs. The west end has a central entrance indicated on the floor, it is 6 feet wide (1.9m), the 

east end is 0.5m above the ground level there but also had a similar doorway. The sliding doors 

stopped 6” from the ends of the concrete extensions. The building may have functioned as a 

laundry, but that is speculative. 

A ‘straight through’ manhole with two in situ covering slabs is located 5m from the SE corner 

of the building, it measures 42” by 36” by 28”. Between the manhole and the building is a 

prominent drainage gully. 

Lying immediately north of B1 and between it and the road are three probable building 

platforms indicated by scarped level terraces, all running parallel with the concrete floor and 

the main roadway. 
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Pl 83. B1. Possible laundry building? Looking west towards the track. 

Steel poles.  Pl’s 84 -87.  FH 5.  NS 26766 81022. 

Lying 9m from the road and 3m from the track is a setting of three concrete filled steel poles 

set 46” apart, a central block is identical to others e.g. FH 2, which also has three poles. The 

block is 18” square and had a wooden insert around a 6” pipe which had a 3” pipe within. 

Excavation at the east side showed a 4” steel pipe coming from the east and reducing in size to 

the central pipe rising in the concrete block. The evidence of a water feature was therefore 

confirmed here, and the sites were re-interpreted as being fire hydrants with protective bollards.  

 

Pl 84. FH 5. Looking south. (These poles are now interpreted as fire hydrants bollards, see 

Fig 5). 
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Pl 86. FH 5. Looking west showing water 

main pipe below and bollards (one 

broken). 

Pl 87. FH 5. Looking west showing the 

water main reducing in size to the vertical 

pipe. 

 

75m down the side track is a crossing over the drainage gully, it leads to the following:  

Shower/toilet + cable. Pl’s 88 – 91.  ST 23.  NS 26807 80953. 

A shower toilet position is indicated by two chemical tanks and a manhole which lies adjacent 

an open ditch. The manhole measures 36” by 24” and 28” deep it has been made with one side 

open towards the ditch where a 7” steel pipe runs into the manhole by crossing above the ditch. 

The outlet of the manhole is a 4” pipe in line with the steel one. Three smaller pipes enter from 

the side adjacent the chemical tank, they appear to be for a second generation toilet over the 

tank on that side as one fireclay pipe indicates. The shower block only manifests itself by one 

of its two floor drains, while the flange for the other drain is lying beside it, the concrete floor 

is entirely absent! The line of the steel pipe was checked but no features could be found to be 

associated with it, it ran in the direction of B1 above, however, when observed during heavy 

rain it flowed freely and the discharge through the manhole was also still flowing.  

Running over the ditch and the steel pipe (above) is a rubber insulated cable. The  cable was 

sampled and is shown to be the same as all others noted on the site, i.e. three core red, white, 

and black and 7/044 (10mm) in electrical size.  
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PL’s 88 – 91. Showing steel pipe over ditch 

into open ended manhole with three 

intakes from ST 23. Cable which ran over 

the steel pipe. 

 
ST 23. With agitator rod and mixer 

remains and mixer found randomly 

nearby. 

 

Concrete slab.     NS 26820 80954. 

A concrete slab 8 feet by 4 feet and 3” thick is supported on stones 12” high, it appears to have 

had timber along the edges as the matrix shows, however its purpose is not understood.  

The concrete has been made with basalt chips from Dumbarton which are known to have been 

used until a rock crusher was sent from the States when a local schist quarry was opened at 

Camsail. 

Manhole.      NS 26812 80946. 

The single brick manhole measured 29” square and 29” deep, a 4” drain ran straight through in 

the direction of the track and a branch led in from the south side. Fragments of a handled cover 

stone lay within it.  
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Brick building. Pl’s 92 & 93 and Fig 21. Incinerator 1 (IN 1). NS 26826 80935. 

Lying in apparent isolation is a brick structure built on a concrete plinth and which is clearly a 

fireplace with a collapsed chimney. The structure is built with KIER and CAWDOR bricks and 

the plinth measures 2.6m by 1.2m with a 0.75m extension on the north side to accommodate 

the chimney, a small area has been chiselled from the front. The hearth measures 0.9m by 0.5m 

and has a 280mm circular grill on the floor, below the grill is a 4” fireclay pipe which was 

filled with ash, it runs to the front and rear of the structure, but the ends were not located, it 

was a vent for the fireplace. The three collapsed chimney pieces show that the back wall of the 

hearth was 42” high where it sloped back to a 9” square chimney flue. Projecting from the 

south side was a 16 foot long angle iron the same as those used on Quonset hut floors, the end 

of it was buried below a large mound of soil which clearly postdates the use of the building. 

The feature is interpreted as a waste disposal incinerator. The ground around the site was 

composed of crushed schist chips. 

 

 

PL’s 92 & 93 and Fig 21. Incinerator No 1. 

Looking north showing the hearth area with 

steel vent pipe and grill. 

 

Possibly for burning medical waste? 

 
 

Two steel poles and gully bridge.    

Steel poles.    FH 6.  NS 26799 80946. 

Two steel poles are located on the southern side of the ditch crossing, 5m from the track, one 

is leaning over because its concrete base has been moved, but they are installed to run parallel 

with the track. A central concrete block measures 18” square with a 12” recess on top within 

which timber survives, the centre is a 6” steel pipe within which there is a 3” pipe, a probe 

reached 0.75m in depth where water was present. Traces of red paint are on top of the concrete 

block. (These poles are now interpreted as fire hydrants bollards, see Fig 5). 
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Gully bridge and road surface. 

Leading off from the track and past the steel poles (above) is a compacted hardcore road surface 

which runs at least as far as the concrete slab (above), it connects with the Quonset hut of the 

toilet and the manhole above. The road crosses the ditch over a 12” drain pipe seen near the 

toilet manhole, there is no ditch on the lower or southern side of the road crossing, the 

underground pipe must therefore run for a considerable distance from there. 

Gully bridge.      NS 26808 80908. 

A further piped crossing of the gully running down the east side of the track leads to an area of 

impenetrable fallen trees, no attempt was made to explore the area. The ditch at ST 23 (above) 

runs in a 12” underground pipe to this location, it may be that huts were along the path between 

the two positions of ingress and egress.  

Old fence line.     Full length of the track to the beach. 

A fence consisting of 150mm diameter by 2m high wooden posts set in concrete just over 2m 

apart runs the entire length of the track down to the beach. The positions of some posts are now 

only marked by the concrete bases which are dome shaped and have been formed by filling in 

the post holes, some old posts are in situ while others are rotting on the ground. This fence line 

postdates the old estate dyke and bank and pre dates a more modern fence beside the track. It 

may be likely that it was a military fence given the use of concrete for the posts, hence its 

inclusion here, but that is uncertain. 

Brick structure. Pl 94 & Fig 22. Incinerator 2 (IN 2).  NS 26856 80760. 

20m from the beach and adjacent the track to the beach, a double brick structure is built on a 

concrete base measures 5.5m by 2.6m in total. The northern end is obviously a fire place 

measuring 1m by 0.8m as it had a deposit of ash and burnt material. A concrete floor extended 

to the southern side where it narrowed to 1.2m by chamfered sides. Bricks included 

GARROWHILL and FREW manufacturers. There was no evidence of a roof, and it seems that 

a door was not installed, making the southern end open. The feature is interpreted as a waste 

disposal incinerator, some medical phials and a complete ceramic mug were found in it. 

 

 

Pl 94. Incinerator No 2. Looking north. Fig 22. Incinerator No 2 plan. 
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Concrete tank. Pl’s 95 & 96 and Fig 23.   NS 26870 80745. 

Lying at the beach edge and being undermined by the sea is a concrete tank. It measures 1.2m 

in frontal height and faces directly on to the beach where a 7” steel pipe has run 8m down to a 

concrete block 42” by 16” by 24” high, the block has the matrix of the pipe showing it was a 

support for it, how much further it may have ran is unknown. The tank measures 1.3m by 1.1m 

and internally is 0.9m square, the sides slope down to an outlet channel leading to the former 

pipe, the depth is 1m. A wall 3.7m long and buttresses projecting 0.5m are the same thickness 

as the tank (8”). One buttress has fallen off and lies on the beach along with a concrete ‘post 

hole’ from a fence line on the track (below).The landward side of the feature is now cut out by 

the sea and no inlet pipe can be seen, if there was one it must have entered the tank over the 

back wall which is 11” lower at the tank width. The tank is assumed to be associated with 

sewage but how it was supplied is unknown.  

The tank overlies a rubbish dump of iron concretion with intermixed broken bottles and 

crockery, nearby on the beach an area of similar material can be seen, occasional items are 

eroded from the ferrous mass from time to time and have included  dog tags gathered by a local 

walker (see below App III). 

 

 

 

Pl’s 95 & 96. Concrete (sewage?) tank. Fig 23. Concrete tank plan. 

 

Seaward rubbish dump.  Pl’s 97 – 99)  Centred NS 2690 8070. 

Much ferrous and other rubbish has been dumped on the beach and some at least pre dates the 

construction of the concrete tank (above). The area is now mostly solidified into a mass of iron 

concretion which contains an assortment of small rubbish, mainly broken bottles and crockery. 

The dump is clearly associated with the camp activity as the material shows, a local walker has 

collected numerous ‘dog tags’ from the area (App III) and a helmet (Pl 171) was also recovered 

(see below). 
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Pl’s 97 – 99. Showing 0.5m deep ferrous concretion on beach, with structure and bottle 

eroding out. 

AREA F 
Area F runs from the caravan park boundary to Robert Ness where it abuts Area A. The sites 

are described here beginning at the caravan park gate and travelling south. Certain parts of 

the woodlands, most especially on the west side bordering the field are practically impregnable 

with dense rhododendron bushes and other woodland, it is likely that buildings there are not 

recorded in this survey. 

Shower/toilet area.   ST 1.  NS 27334 81921. 

Lying below a wind thrown tree and near the caravan park gate is a four hole tank, parts of a 

concrete floor and a collapsed manhole are nearby, but as this is a public path area, it was not 

investigated further. Suffice to say that the tank could not have been found had the tree not 

fallen over, the site is therefore a toilet/shower area. 

Shower/toilet area.   ST 3.  NS 27431 81649. 

Lying about 10m from the beach edge and beside the public path is a concrete floor measuring 

16 feet by 9 feet (4.9 by 2.7m), it has dwarf walls of 4” thick by 12” high but two surviving 

sections of the wall on the north side are seen as having expanded centres (4” – 6”). The two 

normally found drains on the floor are here unusually offset from the centre line and a water 

pipe also rises from the floor. Immediately to the west evidence of the four hole tanks may be 

seen indicating the toilet area.  

Steel posts.    FH 1.  NS 27372 81885. 

On the west side of the road and 5m from it are two steel posts, they are 4” in diameter by 36” 

high from the upper surface of the concrete they are embedded in, and which currently lies just 

below the ground, the poles are set 38” apart. A tree lies immediately to the west and the ground 

between the poles and to the east produced no further evidence. (These poles are now 

interpreted as fire hydrants bollards, see Fig 5). 
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Pathways, manholes, toilets (ST 24), and hut site. Centred NS 27414 81852. 

 

Fig 24. Showing various features between the road and beach. 

Paths.  Pl 100 and Fig 24. 

A 1m wide concrete path led from the forest road towards the beach path in a zig zag line for 

18m where it turned south at a right angle for 14m and then east for 12m to join the footpath. 

Two large trees obscured where a short branch led off, another short branch was near the 

footpath and yet another ‘L’ shaped branch led to a manhole. All of these paths had timber post 

slots along their edges showing that the route was probably covered. It would appear that a 

lady with high heels has stepped in the wet concrete at one point as three footprints show. 

Where the path connected to the forest road with a short dogleg, it was shown that the original 

asphalt roadway had been 1m wider on each side than present, making it originally 6m wide. 

Manholes. 

Two manholes were located; the larger one [MH No 1] of double brick construction and 39“ 

by 30“ by 24“ deep had a simple bend in its base, it served the toilets in the NW corner of the 

hut.   The second manhole [MH No 2] was somewhat of a conundrum, built with single bricks, 

it measured 28” by 26” externally and 16” by 14” internally, a 2”steel pipe enters and has a 

plug in its level end while it branches downwards with an open end. A 2” pipe has entered 

vertically through the cover as indicated in the cement. About half way down the pit a white 

crust of material about 75mm thick had formed over the chamber, later it was realised that the 
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crust was in fact desiccated grease and that the manhole was a grease interceptor. (See Areas 

E and En for definitive evidence). 

Hut with toilets and Shower? (ST 24) (at above NGR). Pl 101 and Fig 24. 

The hut, which had a timber floor, was initially detected by the scarped and level ground, but 

other features were soon located. It is a standard Quonset hut size and has some of the cross 

floor angle iron sections in situ, and lying around, some of the ends have T bar stumps still 

fitted. Two 3” drain pipes are located on the floor area, they slope down 18” towards the west 

and are probably conjoined below the hard core floor.  

However, the exceptional difference of this building to all others in the survey is that it had two 

or possibly just one toilet within the hut. Located at the NW and SW corners and running along 

the side walls are two four hole tanks, one is shown to be 8 feet long by 28” in diameter, they 

have been located at the internal edges of the hut but on the one at the SW, parts of the sewage 

pipes are in situ, above the tank but offset from its centre line, the pipe turns downwards and 

discharges into the manhole (MH No 1). Fragments of 4” sewage pipe were noted as coming 

from Glenboig, Cumbernauld and Loudon Russell Ltd of Newmains. 

The tank here has the typical brick surround at one end and in that the hole is still capped with 

its cover, it has the usual two 11/2” pipes between the main holes and one in situ pipe shows it 

rose through the wooden floor as it still had a copper flange hanging from it. The opposite tank 

has three round holes but at its west end, is a square hole measuring 19” by 16”, it had a lid as 

the fixing bolts show, also somewhat strange is the fact that the square hole end of the tank 

runs under the angle iron for 4”, ensuring that access would not be possible, also there are no 

fireclay pipes here, suggesting perhaps this tank was never used and that toilets only existed 

on the SW corner of the hut. 

The west end of the building had a central slab of concrete measuring 42” square for access to 

the doorway. 

The eastern end of the location had been badly disturbed making interpretation of the broken 

concrete slabs there uncertain, however, one square piece was totally inverted on the ground 

showing that various stones were laid firstly on the ground before pouring on the concrete. It 

is likely that the short branches in the pathway led to some particular features (huts?) no longer 

attainable because of the presence of trees. 

  
Pl 100. Showing the nature of the project 

with tree growth demolishing and 

covering features. (grease trap on left). 

Pl 101. ST 24. Four hole sceptic or 

chemical tank showing external port (rhs) 

still with its lid in situ. Note the second 

phase WC fireclay pipe. 
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Toilet tank only.  Pl 102.    NS 27374 81855. 

The remains of a four hole tank lay within an area of dense rhododendron bushes to the west 

of the forest road, the upper half of the tank lay above ground, and it was in an almost collapsed 

state with one end fallen off, it does not appear as ‘in situ’ and may have been abandoned on 

the surface of the ground. The barrel shaped tank which has been made from welded sheets 

measured 8 feet long by 28” in diameter, it had two 11/2” pipes between the large holes. 

  
Pl 102. Abandoned chemical tank on 

ground surface. 

Pl 103. ARS 22. Looking east internal 

view. Compare with Pl 105. 

 

 
 

Pl 104. ARS 22. Looking west external 

view. 

Pl 105. ARS 22. Looking east internal view. 

Compare with Pl 103. 

 

  
Pl 106. ARS 22. Showing part on east end 

wall. Range rod on old beach gravel. 

Pl 107. ARS 22. Showing strainer rod 

through concrete bags. 

  
Pl’s 108 & 109. IWM pics showing Air Raid Shelters (Not Rosneath), the blast walls there 

were turf. The end wall in Pl 108 is the same construction as ARS 22 above. 
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Pipe/tunnel and mound; Air Raid Shelter.  Pl’s 103 – 109.   ARS 24. NS 27441 81620. 

Lying immediately on the east side of the forest path and the beach is a corrugated sheet pipe 

(tunnel) which measures 3 feet in diameter by 5 foot 6” long. It is at the base of a mound which 

extends for 3feet above the pipe. The landward side of the site is an 8m long by 2m wide pit 

which is 1.5m deep. The pipe was cleared to show it was made in two halves (upper and lower) 

bolted together. Immediately on the inward edge of the pipe a perforated angle iron (3” by 

21/2”) had corrugated end wall sheeting bolted to it every 6” by small U bolts, the end of the 

angle iron indicated the edge of the internal pit showing it would have been 2 feet 6” from the 

tunnel side, therefore the total width of the shelter would have been 8 feet (2.4m). The end of 

the angle iron was also fixed to an adjustable straining rod, the same as those used as pole 

holdfasts, it had been installed to run at an angle through the concrete filled bags on the internal 

long face of the shelter. The angle iron supporting the end wall lay on old beach gravel about 

12” below the tunnel, and above the gravel was an 18” depth of decomposed cement 

presumably from side wall bags. The cement bags had not extended past in the inside end of 

the pipe. 

The upcast from the trench lies along each side but there is none at the west end. On the seaward 

side the pipe is in line with the present beach edge. Erosion is therefore imminent! 

The trench, the only example in this area, bears similarities with those tentatively described as 

Air Raid Shelters in the early part of the Project, and that interpretation was finally confirmed 

at the end of the fieldwork phase when two photographs of air raid shelters were found (Pl’s 

108 & 109).  

Cement filled bags. Air Raid Shelter. Pl’s 110 & 111.    ARS 23. NS 27462 81767. 

Lying immediately on the forest path and adjacent the beach edge were a number of nearly 

obscured cement filled bags. Some indicated a line or wall face. Clearance showed an entrance 

passage on the south side of the ARS which runs E/W and may be as much as 12m long judging 

by the scarps on the ground towards the west end. The east internal end is indicated by the 

termination of three cement bags running for the entrance which is 51” (1.3m) wide, on the 

south side. The ingoing on each side of the entrance is 5 feet long and was composed of four 

bags high (2 feet) on the west side, and six bags high (28”) on the east side. The internal wall 

on the SE corner is 55” long from the entrance to where the (absent) steel wall would have 

risen (see ARS 24 above), it was three bags long by six bags high, very neatly built but 

everywhere they are stack one on top each other.  

The frontal area was strewn with buried and displaced bags which were used to enhance the 

entrance as seen in Pl 111. 

  
Pl 110. Looking north with cement filled 

bags showing on forest path. 

Pl 111. Same view as Pl 110. With cement 

bags replaced. 
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Shower/toilet area.   ST 2.  NS 27432 81732. 

On the west side of the forest road, about 15m in, there is a shower floor and adjacent tanks 

and fireclay pipes. The ground around the tanks and one side of the shower floor was cleared 

of bushes but the shower floor had a considerable depth of soil and tree growth making further 

investigation unrealistic. Nevertheless, three of the angle irons which extended from the shower 

floor survived at 6 feet long to indicate the total width of the building as the standard 5m for a 

Quonset hut, the entire hut outline could be seen by the scarped ground. The four hole tank on 

the SE corner was cleared to show its entire upper surface along with the fireclay pipes for the 

toilet bowls. Only a part of a fireclay pipe was visible on the other side, and it was not 

investigated further. A 1” water pipe was located externally at the NE corner of the shower 

floor. 

 

Fig 25. Galley No 1. 

Building 1.  Fig 25.    NS 27338 81606. 

The concrete floor is on the west side of the road and lies at an angle to it. It measures in total 

37 feet by 16 feet ( 11.3m by 5m), the entire floor surface is unusual in as much as it is of a 

poor quality of finish compared to other buildings, the concrete surfaces have never been 

smoothed but has pebbles protruding from the surfaces. A timber cross wall has existed 16 feet 

(4.8m) from the west end, and a rectangular platform measuring 13 feet by 4foot 6” (3.9 by 

1.35m) and 6” (150mm) high is located 4foot 6” from the east end and is centrally located 

along the floor.  
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At the east end a 2” water pipe lies in a crudely made cut on the floor, a nick out of the platform 

side suggests the pipe rose there. At the other end of the platform and also on its northern side 

is crudely cut channel in the floor 2 foot long by 6” wide and 4” deep, evidently a cable track 

as it extends to the north side of the buildings as a duct measuring 10” wide by 6” deep, a 

branch leads towards the west end of the floor, but both are poorly made without formal sides 

and only gravel on their bases. Bits of bare cables and rubber cable sheathing were found in 

the tracks which are obviously for cables. This building is interpreted as a generator room 

because of the eight sheared bolts on the raised platform. The branch cable duct may have been 

under a switchboard, but there is no direct evidence of that.  

T ribs at 4 foot centres along both long walls are seen and also in places timber battens to which 

the lower edges of the corrugated sheets were nailed. 

Toilet pipes, tanks, and steel poles.  ST 4. Fig’s 25 & 26 and Pl’s 113 - 116.  

        Centred NS 27351 81605. 

A set of four tanks, each with a brick surround at one end and with four holes is arranged 

symmetrically between four manholes [MH No’s 1 – 4] which serve them. Over the edges of 

each tank are 4” fireclay drain pipes which show the positions of three WC’s, also unusually 

these sewage pipes are individually fed in to the adjoining manholes. Enough ground clearance 

was done only to show various positions and trees are growing out of some of the tank ports, 

nevertheless the entire system of in situ pipes relative to tanks was seen here for the first time.  

The four surrounding manholes were consistent in size at 21” by 18” (0.7m by 0.6m) internally 

but varied in depth between 18” and 8” (0.6 and 0.2m). A fifth similar manhole further north 

[MH 5] but 24” (0.8m) deep took the discharges from the toilets and transferred it further 

downhill to the north to the next set of features there. 

 

 

Fig 26. ST 4. Four sets of three WC’s 

uniquely within a single hut and without a 

shower floor. (see Fig 25). 

Pl 113. Fire Hydrant (FH 2) and bollards, 

looking north. (see Fig’s 25 & 26). 

 

Steel poles.    FH 2.   NS 27351 81605. 

Adjacent one manhole are three steel pipe poles 28” high by 5” in diameter, each is filled with 

concrete, and all are solid in the ground. They form three corners of a square of 37” and 

centrally position within them is a concrete box 18” square by 14” deep. It has a lip on the 
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upper surface of between 2” and 3” and timber has originally been set within it. In the centre 

is a steel lining of 6” diameter, the depth of which only went to the base of the block. (These 

poles are now interpreted as fire hydrants bollards, see Fig 5).   

 

 
Pl 114. Manhole with three WC entries. 

(see Fig 26) 

Pl 115 & 116. Water pipe and WC vent 

pipe. 

 

Water main.   Pl 115 & Fig 26. NS 27351 81606 – 27332 81610.   

Located by MD but practically on the ground surface due to the presence of ORS bedrock in 

the area. A 1.5m length of 2” pipe connects at a 450 branch to a 4” pipe which then runs straight 

for a distance of at least 19m. 

Ventilator duct pipe.  Pl 116. 

Also located nearby, by MD, was a 6” diameter duct pipe with a 4” pipe joined to it, a 4” pipe 

hook lay beside them but unfortunately they lay below a tree, so the length was not established. 

Numerous T rib clips were found and also a quantity of broken asbestos sheets beside the steel 

poles. 

Tank, manholes, path, water cock and cables. Fig’s 25 & 27 and Pl’s 117 & 118. 

A small group of features is located c20m to the north and at a slightly lower level than those 

described above. Beginning with an unusually short tank of two holes and an agitator rod, at 

NS 27373 81650; the tank is a ‘half’ size to the normally found four hole examples, it measures 

4 feet long by 28” wide (1.2m by 0.7m). One hole has been filled with concrete while the other 

has its original lid, being a rare example in the many toilets surveyed. The full extent of the 

access hole flanges survived at 12” diameter and to 6” above the tank. A 1” pipe appears within 

a 2” pipe believed to be an agitator rod. The standalone tank has been neatly cut into the upper 

surface of the solid rock of Old Red Sandstone.  

Also encountered were two in situ electric cables, these lay tightly over the tank and passed 

below the end of the path while re-emerging in a dry manhole (i.e. not a drain) where they 

simply passed through, their destinations were not established, however, a separate bare earth 

wire accompanied them as is seen elsewhere on the camp buildings, the earth wire did not go 

through the manhole.  
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Lying beside the cable manhole was a possible displaced step for the path which ran uphill to 

a drainage manhole. The smooth sloping path was 5 feet long by 38” wide, it had been crudely 

scored in a diamond pattern, but if this was to facilitate grip, it would have been ineffective 

given the smoothness of the cement surface. An angular shaped concrete pad extended the 

smooth path to reach the upper manhole which was 0.6m square and 0.7m deep, it appears to 

have been fed from the isolated manhole at the toilet’s further upslope (MH No5). One outlet 

led past the tank while the other probably connected to one of two very shallow and adjacent 

manholes below. They were both 0.6m square but only a single brick depth with a further depth 

of the drainage channels within of 6”.  

Lying beside these manholes was a fractured and loose lump of concrete. It had the matrix of 

an 8” diameter pole and as the shape did not extend through the concrete it may be assumed it 

once held a pole. The depth within the concrete was 18”. It may have been a flagpole or a radio 

mast? 

At the lower end of the smooth path a 1” pipe rose to a water cock forming a standpipe(?), the 

same size pipe could be seen to run up the side of the path. 

Finally beside the tank and exposed by a windblown tree was a sheet of 3/8” thick asbestos 

measuring 1m by 0.6m, evidence of screws showed it had been fixed to two wooden battens of 

6” wide. 
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Fig 27. Note the chemical/cess tank with only two ports, the only example found, see Pl’s 

117 & 118 below. 

  
Pl 117. The only ‘two hole’ tank found, 

note the concrete blockage and lid and 

agitator rod, also the cables. 

Pl 118. Tank with nearby path and 

manholes, note the cables over the tank. 

 

Building 2. Shower/toilets. Fig 25.  ST 5.  NS 27339 81572. 

Shower/toilet area, where the concrete shower floor measures 16 feet by 9 feet (4.9 by 2.7m), 

it has two centrally positioned floor drains, a 21/2” pipe at one external corner and a 2” pipe on 

the slab. T bars are showing at the edges and a considerable quantity of broken asbestos 

sheeting lay strewn around. Traces of two four hole tanks and fireclay toilet pipes are to the 
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west side while a concrete slab measuring 4feet square is on the east side possibly indicating 

the entrance to the shower block. There is no evidence of the normal dwarf containment wall 

around the main floor. A gully leads from the building to the beach and is probably the line of 

a drain pipe. 

Building 3. Fig 25.       NS 27371 18189. 

The concrete floor measures 38 feet by 16 feet (11.5m by 4.9m). There is no T bar showing but 

timber can be seen bolted to the long sides, entrances at each end are indicated by the concrete. 

The floor has a central drain, and two cables with two earth wires at the SW corner, no water 

pipes are to be seen and certainly do not exist on the floor surface.  

Building 4. Fig 25 and Pl 119.     NS 27380 81586. 

The concrete floor measures 37 

feet by 17 feet (11.3m by 5.2m). 

A strong ½” galvanised wire 

mesh runs along the south and 

east sides, it is 18” deep and has 

been placed against the wall 

timbers. T bars are showing along 

the sides. Three cables are at the 

north end, one of them inside a 

pipe. There are four 21/2” pipes on the floor, one of them has a 1” pipe inside it. A round fireclay 

drain is in the NE corner and a square drain is within a sunken are on the east wall, the area is 

42” by 36” and has a 4” wide dwarf wall around it. The two drains undoubtedly lead to MH 

No 17 at the NE corner.  

Pl 119 above. Building No 4 looking south. Note the diamond mesh on the long east side 

(left). 

Building 5.  Fig 25 & Pl 120.  NS 27395 81603. 

The concrete floor measures 37 feet 6” by 17 feet (11.4m by 5.2m). The same mesh is repeated 

as in B4 and on the same sides. T bars are showing along the sides. Three 21/2” pipes are on the 

floor along the east side and two 1” pipes are located out from the west side. A drain is on the 

NW corner and in the centre is a square drain, both of which undoubtedly lead to MH No 18 

on the NE corner. A concrete basin measuring 7 feet 6” by 2feet is appended to the west side 

and has been built over the asphalt surface and walkway No 1 there, it has a drain and two 21/2” 

pipes.  

The ‘dogleg’ walkway [No 1] is 8m long by 2m wide, it has been provided with edge post as 

indicated by the slots in the concrete, suggesting a covered walkway. A cable is seen rising 

through tree roots at the internal bend of the path. Along the east side of the walkway is an 11” 

wide by 2” deep drain channel formed by bricks and concrete, it has been made against the 

corrugated sheeting of B5 as the matrix shows, it has a centrally position drain on the dogleg 

and is open ended on the north. 
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Pl 120. Building No 5 looking south. Note the diamond mesh along the east side (left) and 

asphalt road. 

Building 6. Pl 121 and Fig’s 25 & 28.  NS 27396 81588. 

The concrete floor measures 44 feet by 16 feet 9” (13.4m by 5.1m). T bars and timber are 

showing along the north long wall. Two opposing sunken areas; one 7 feet by 4 feet 6” (south 

side) and the other 8 feet by 4 feet 6” (north side) have a drain and two water pipes each. Also 

evident are the positions of apparatus feet which have been embedded in the surface layer of 

cement, two tripods on the north side and a tripod and a four legged piece of equipment on the 

south side. At the east end of the floor are three positions of apparatus consisting of ‘foot’ 

positions and water pipes, and at the NE end are a drain in the corner and two further water 

pipes, one of which runs along the floor. In this area is a 13” square shape formed by 3” high 

sides. On the NW quadrant is a further sunken area measuring half the length of the floor and 

the same width as the adjacent feature, it has three galvanised 1” pipes rising from the floor 

and a further on just off the floor surface within which is a 6mm copper pipe, believed to be an 

oil pipe. Two further water pipes are beside each other on the opposite side and at the SW 

corner some apparatus has been installed in a crudely chipped out area of the floor. 

On the north side is a concrete floor measuring (7m by 2.3) and which is fairly featureless apart 

from a water pipe rising the SW corner and evidence for an entrance at the east end and timber 

walls bolted to a dwarf wall 4” thick. This has been the boiler room with a containment wall 

stump appended to the cookhouse. 

The floor has asphalt surfaces on each side and cut into it on the west is a concrete drainage 

channel. Adjacent manholes are described below.   
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Pl 121. Building No 6 looking west, the Cookhouse, with boiler room on rhs. 

 

Fig 28. Building No 6 the Cookhouse. Showing positions of known equipment 

Building 7. Fig 25 and Pl 122.    NS 27393 81584. 

The building, really just a concrete floor with dwarf containment walls measures 10 feet by 8 

feet with 6” thick and 7” deep wall stumps. There is a central metal drain of 12” flange which 

the floor on all sides slopes towards. No water pipes are visible. 
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Interestingly this building is surrounded by compacted hardcore which abuts the asphalt beside 

B6, the two ground surfaces show how neat the areas surrounding buildings would have been 

originally. 

  
Pl 122. Building No 7 looking west to 

Cookhouse beyond. 

Pl 123. Building No 8 looking south 

towards Cookhouse. 

 

Building 8. Fig 25 and Pl 123.   NS 27411 81581. 

The concrete floor surface measures 37 feet 6” by 17 feet (11.4m by 5.2m). T bar is showing 

along the sides. A drain is centrally positioned 2/3 in from the east end and four 21/2” water 

pipes rise from the floor. On the north long side two of these pipes indicate a sink position 

taken with four ‘foot’ positions 2m apart but on either side of the pipes. At the west end a 

further pipe has a cable in it. At the west end there is a concrete open drain cut into the asphalt 

and which runs to the north of B8 where there is a concrete filled manhole. Also between B8 

and B6 two concrete gullies are cut into and across the asphalt pathway, they have connected 

to the drains and manholes of B8.  

Walkway 1. 

Described above.  Fig 24 page 70. 

Walkway 2.  Fig 25 and Pl 124.  

The walkway measures 62 feet long by 8 feet wide (18.9m by 2.5m), 

positions along the edges for 3” posts indicate it was a covered route. A drain 

has been cut through the concrete to discharge MH 19 which is clearly later. 

The walkway ends abruptly at the NW end and certainly never connected 

with Walkway No 1. A concrete ‘dogleg’ at the SE end connects with asphalt 

leading between B6 and B8, while an asphalt pathway continues in line with 

the dogleg towards the north for a short distance where an edge drain channel 

of concrete has been made on the lower side. The public footpath continues 

from here.  

 

Pl 124 looking SE towards B8.  

Stone setting.  Pl 125 and Fig 25.     NS 27377 81549. 

A setting of stones set on edge in concrete may have formed an ornamental area or perhaps 

garden entrance to a Quonset hut which may have existed on the south side of the feature, 

several T bar clips were found here to substantiate that theory. Two areas 7 feet square have a 

‘passage’ of 3 feet wide between them. The concrete betrays the age of the feature.  
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Pl 125. Stones appear 

to have been used 

occasional for 

ornamental 

purposes.  

Pl 126. Large expanses of asphalt surfaces were laid for main 

roadways but also between buildings as each galley Area 

recorded here testifies. Here, only partially uncovered looking 

east towards Building No 6 the Cookhouse. 

 

Asphalt surfaces. Pl 126 and Fig 25. 

Considerable areas of asphalt have been laid around this complex of the camp and connecting 

all the buildings on the east side of the forest road. A major roadway leads from the road, and 

it is interesting to note various open drain channels which have been cut into the asphalt at a 

later date, notably in the areas of B6 – B8. The asphalt also lies below the ‘sink’ extension to 

B5 helping to phase activities there.  

Two small features on the north side of B4 have been a 1” pipe with cement around it and 

finger impressions in the cement around the pipe. Beside it is a slightly larger patch of concrete 

but which has been scribed with the letters HXR and some smaller letters which include ‘T’s. 

One possible explanation for the letters could be “Heat Exchanger Refrigerated” as found on 

the web, however if that is correct its meaning and purpose is not presently understood. 

Manholes. 

Twenty eight manholes were detected around the complex on both sides of the forest road, they 

varied in their states of preservation, some damage caused by tree roots, and mostly had their 

cover slabs missing, each one was of single brick construction and their depths varied.  

MH 1.  28” by 25” by 4” deep, three pipes leading to toilet.  

MH 2.  30” by 24” by 12” deep, three pipes leading to toilet.  

MH 3.  28” by 24” by 8” deep, three pipes leading to toilet. 

MH 4.  27” by 23” by 16” deep, three pipes leading to toilet. 
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MH 5.  31” by 23” by 28” deep, straight through from toilets to further manholes 

downslope and one branch. 

MH 6.  30” by 24” by 8” deep, bend if floor of manhole. 

MH 7.  30” by 21” by 6” deep, it was made with KIER & CAWDOR bricks. Straight 

through only, MH6 and MH 7 do not connect. 

MH 8.  23” square by 16” deep, electrical manhole for two cables passing straight 

through. 

MH 9.  24” square by 28” deep, straight through and branch leading towards the tank.  

MH 10. 28” by 18” by 20” deep, it has a straight through pipe and an angular one which 

connects to the toilet pipes nearby. KIER & CAWDOR bricks are used. 

MH 11. 29” by 19” by 36” deep, this is a main drain running from the ditch on the west 

side of the forest road, it probably leads to MH’s 12 and 14 and then to a pipe at the beach. 

MH 12. 33” by 25” by 10” deep, it has a straight through pipe and an angular one 

possibly servicing the toilet area, a broken cover lies beside it. 

MH 13. 33” by 23”, it has a straight through pipe and an angular one which probably 

connects to MH No 15. 

MH 14. 33” by 25” by 10” deep, it has a straight through pipe and an angular one leading 

from the upper side. It connects to a pipe discharging on to the beach. 

MH 15. 33” by 23” and 10” deep, a straight through pipe and two angular pipes entered 

it. 

MH 16. 18” square by 24” deep, this has a water valve in its base. It is made with 

CADDER bricks. 

MH 17. 27” by 14” by 18” deep, it is located at the corners of B4 and B6. It has a straight 

through pipe and two angular pipes which service the two drains of B4.  

MH 18. 38” by 28” by 18 deep, it has a pipe leading to MH No 19 and two angular pipes 

which service the drains in B5. It had its double slab in situ. 

MH 19. 40” by 27” by 12” deep, supplied from MH No18, it has a straight through pipe 

which leads across the walkway, it is made with CADDER bricks. 

MH 20. 36” by 10”by 12” deep, it has a straight through pipe, and its cover slab lies 

beside it, it has also accommodated an open drain channel set in concrete and cut into the 

asphalt surface. Interestingly it has asphalt on one side and crushed aggregate on the other. 

MH 21. Size indeterminate as the concrete slab is cover by a tree.  

MH 22. 19” by 10” by 16” deep, it has a straight through pipe and one which services 

the drain in B6. 

MH 23. 23” by 13” by 20 deep, it has a straight through pipe and one which services a 

drain in B6. 
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MH 24. 37” by 14” by 12” deep, it has a straight through pipe feeding MH No 25 and 

another at a right angle. 

MH 25. 40” by 25” by 18” deep, it has a straight through pipe, one which comes from 

MH No 24, another steel pipe probably from the obscured corner of B8, and also accommodates 

a concrete surface drain cut into the asphalt.  

MH 26. 42” by 28” by 12” deep, seemingly isolated, it has a fireclay bend built into its 

base, and one of two cover slabs lie beside it. 

MH 27. 37” by 29” by 18” deep, it has a straight though pipe and an angular one part of 

which can be seen nearby, and one of two cover slabs lie beside it.  

MH 28. 32” by 29” by 22” deep, it has two pipes at right angles and clearly services two 

fireclay pipes nearby which may have been a toilet? 

Drains crossing under the road occur at several places, most are serving the open ditch on 

the west side of the road, but some are for manholes, they are given here numbering from the 

caravan park in the north, the NGR’s given are for the road centre: 

Drain 1.  NS 27335 81588. 

Drain 2.  NS 27290 81580. 

Drain 3.  NS 27201 81557. 

Drain 4.  NS 27222 81570. 

Drain 5.  NS 27162 81529. 

Drain 6.  NS 27156 81495. 

Drain 7.  NS 27147 81456. 

Drain 8.  NS 27137 81410. (Seen on contemporary photograph).  

Drain 9.  NS 27149 81175. (At road junction). 

Drain 10.  NS 27198 81092.  

Drain 11.  NS 27218 81016. (Drains main ditch across Area En). 

Drain 12.  NS 27270 80968. (At junction of military roads). 

Drain 13.  NS 27383 80904. (With bridge slab on west side, 1.4m by 1m). 

Drain 14.  NS 27383 80904. (Between two manholes). 

Drain 15.  Circa NS 26978 81087  (Area En /C).  

 

The Village of Rosneath. Fig 29&30 and Pl’s 129 – 141. 

Hidden in plain sight around the village are aspects of Base Two which generally go unnoticed. 

The footprint of two large sheds, various security fences and gates and the remains of a slipway 

are given here. Incredibly, the whole of the modern village has been built over the sites of huts 
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of various sizes. Fortunately, a few photographs and plans survive to show some aspects of the 

camp and its scale, parts of the installations survived into the 1990’s and are given on later OS 

maps.  

 

 

Fig 29. Showing the layout of military buildings, the key village buildings still surviving 

(in red) are the Church, Ferry Inn, old buildings near the Co-Operative Store and Silvers 

Boat Yard. Clachan House was later demolished to build a new school. 

Building floors. Pl’s 129 & 130 and Fig 29. 

The entire footprint of a building and the partial one of another survives as concrete floors in 

the village, now used as car parking areas. The southerly of the two (NS 25662 82982) is only 

partially seen as some of it underlies garden areas, nevertheless it can be identified as A12 on 

the village WW II map. The other (NS 25626 83087) is more complete and can be shown as 

Building A7 on the same map. They measured 27m by 18m in total, positions on the floor show 

where roof supports were bolted down with plates having four bolts, the entrance at the north 

end of A7 is evident and slots along the edges indicate where wall timbers existed. 

It is possible that other floors may survive below grass in the village area and in some places 

landscaping of grassed areas may have reflected WW II features, but that is speculative.   
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Pl 127. Showing buildings A7 and A12 

in the modern village. (Google Image) 

Pl 128. Looking south over A7 floor, now a 

car parking area. See Fig 29. 

 

 

Pl’s 129 – 133. Showing details of walls in A7 Building, and security fences and gates, 

with poles for both Base One and Base Two. 

 

 

 

Pl 134. Security fence behind village 

hall.  

Pl 135. Security fence behind modern fence at 

boat yard. 
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Security fences and gates. Pl’s 131 – 135 and Fig 29. 

A few stretches of original security fences can still be seen; these are behind the old Police 

Station running up the park to the bridge over the burn, a short length behind the church at the 

footpath and another short stretch behind the Princess Louise Hall. Along Ferry Rd from behind 

a house near Clachan Glen and down to Ferry Inn, along the main road to the south from the 

village and all the way running parallel with McGruers boatyard, past the builder’s yard to 

Camsail Bay and along that side of the bay, parts of the fence terminal survive on the beach 

and are covered at high water level. An entrance through the fence is at the rear of Ferry Inn, 

and one in the public park area east of the houses with its original 18 foot long gate, and another 

14 foot long gate near the builder’s yard.  

Interestingly on some of the galvanised fence posts are stencilled the details of the fences 

including ‘TAF’ for Temporary Aviation Facilities, their weights, presumably for shipping 

purposes, and crucially stating which Base they were intended for. Along the Ferry Road are 

poles which have BASE A, BASE ONE, BASE B and BASE TWO. The former two were 

therefore originally destined to be used in Londonderry, which was built firstly, it would appear 

that superfluous posts were then shipped for used at Rosneath. The typical text is as follows:  

A-8892-TAF-TICKET 7317  FOR FENCING BASE ONE  (Londonderry) (at Ferry Road). 

INDEX NO A-7-0-14  40Lbs GB 3/10 C.F. 

Throughout the places where the fences survive they all have the same legends apart from Base 

A, Base One, Base B, Base Two, there is no order to their installation, they are mixed along 

each fence line. 

Gate Builders yard  Pl 131. NS 25832 82517. 14 feet 6” (4.4m) wide and 6foot 

^2 ((2m) high with three vertical poles and hinged on the south side. 

Gate Public park   NS 25724 82925. 18 feet wide with four vertical 

poles and hinged on the west side.  

Security fences and gate posts can also be seen at the ammunition dump near Peaton (below).  

Slipway. Fig’s 29 & 30 and Pl’s 136 & 137.  NS 25699 83295, 

There are two aspects of a slipway leading from the above NGR and down to the beach and on 

below the high tide line. 

One on the landward side are twelve massive concrete blocks measuring 4.1m by 0.6m wide 

and 0.5m high, on top of each there are seven ¾” bolts, some with square nuts on their end 

indicating they held down 6” thick timbers. They have been made in two blocks of six each, 

with 2.4m between the long edges and with the two lines set 5.3m apart, a gap between the two 

blocks is 11m, over the entire length of the blocks the ground slopes down towards the beach 

by about 1m and each of the pairs of blocks are lying about 6” below the ones upslope. Nothing 

else is visible between the blocks and the beach edge. 

On the beach are a set of concrete blocks arranged to run down the steep slope of the gravel 

beach. They measure 20 feet long by 12” square and most in situ ones are 3 feet apart. Twenty 

blocks are visible beginning 10m from the beach edge and running down for c33m where they 
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give way to timber beams seen under the water. Most of the blocks are still in line on the north 

side. 

There is no visible connection between the two sets of features which are associated since they 

are given on some OS maps. There is a very steep and high scarp of ground at the beach edge, 

how much if any of that slope is natural or dumped is uncertain, but in order for the features to 

connect in a way as to form a continuous slipway would mean that the beach edge is not natural. 

  
Pl 136. Massive blocks of slipway in 

woods. 

Pl 137. Blocks of slipway on beach. 

 

Fig 30. Showing massive concrete blocks in woodland. See Fig 

29.  

 

 

Further along the beach to the south are considerable pieces of 

concrete obviously pushed over the scarp from above. A 6” sewer 

pipe on the beach is almost certainly associated with the Base 

buildings which once stood on the ground above.   

  
Pl 138. Showing Quonset huts with 

Clachan House (now demolished and 

site of the new school in Rosneath). 

Pl 139. Present view as Pl 138. Clachan House 

was behind the green roofed chapel. 
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Rosneath past and present. 

  
Pl 140. Quonset huts with church in 

view (left) in Rosneath village. 

Pl 141. Present view as Pl 140. At least eighteen 

Quonset huts were lined along the roadside. 

 

Camsail Quarry.  Pl 142.  Centred NS 2542 8245. 

We are informed (Royal, ibid) that until a rock crusher could be brought from the States that 

hardcore was brought from the basalt quarries at Dumbarton. The evidence for that is seen in 

some concrete floors etc around the site, when the plant arrived from America, local schist rock 

was quarried at Camsail beside the main road, this is also evident around the site most 

especially as compacted hardcore for roads which were not covered in asphalt. Eye witness 

accounts tell of blasting in the quarry. 

 
Pl 142. Camsail Quarry. 

 

  
Pl’s 143 & 144. Ammunition Magazine complete and security fences and gates at Peaton.   

Ammunition magazine area at Peaton.  Pl’s 143 & 144. Centred c NS 220 858. 

The former ammunition dump is now used as an Artists Retreat, however parts of the original 

security fencing, two gate positions and a single ammunition storage building survive. 
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Gates and fencing. Pl 144. NS 21760 85646 (Barbour Road) and c NS 2230 8615 (Peaton 

Road). 

Parts of the original security fence survive in places, 6” diameter gate posts (but not gates) are 

located at the two entrances (above NGR’s) where fences are 2.5m high with 2” square mesh 

and angled tops upon which barb wire was fixed are still visible. The fence is the same style as 

in the village of Rosneath where legends (above) are printed on several upright posts.  

Ammunition store.   Pl 143.  NS 22120 85805. 

Of the fourteen original ammunition storage buildings a solitary one survives in perfect 

condition. Measuring 50 feet by 20 feet (15m by 6m), the Quonset style hut is now used as a 

store and workshop. The interior end wall is lined with thick asbestos and the heavy metal roof 

has much of its original covering of soil still in place.    

Oil pipeline. Finnart – Rosneath. Pl’s 145 & 146. 

Various types of fuel oil were important for Base Two, firstly to supply submarines and 

shipping at the jetty and secondly to supply the infrastructure of the camp for hot water boilers, 

and motor vehicles, all requiring a constant supply of fuel. 

The deep water port was built at Finnart on Loch Long since sunken ships could not block the 

passage and it was difficult to attack by air. A 12” pipe went to Bowling and an 8” pipe ran the 

seven miles down the lochside to Rosneath. Both pipes can be seen in the burn beside the bridge 

at Garelochhead, and crossing the burn again nearby on its way down the loch, and in the 

Clachan Glen, again crossing the burn in Rosneath village is the Rosneath pipe. 

Although it is stated that twenty one fuel oil and gasoline tanks were installed (page 3 above), 
only seven are given on all the available plans!  

  
Pl 145. Bowling and Rosneath oil pipes at 

Garelochhead. 

Pl 146. Rosneath oil pipe at Clachan Glen, 

Rosneath. 

 

Portkil Hospital. Fig 1 and Pl’s 147 - 151. centred NS 220 860. 

This area is the sole known area of military activity on Rosneath Peninsula not yet investigated 

completely by NCAS. 

It is evident that much of this location has been subject to severe disturbance, but some concrete 

floor surfaces can be detected among the dense tree growth which covers the site. The only 

work done at this location was to investigate a small brick built ‘oven’ which is believed to 

have been a waste incinerator (see below).  
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Clearly the USN anticipated significant casualties from battle action and perhaps from 

domestic issues prior to action oversees in war duty, because they constructed a 200 bed 

hospital consisting of 68 Quonset huts near Portkil. The installation was downsized from an 

original plan to have 600 beds. The site did welcome battle casualties back from the African 

and European theatres of war, to recuperate before being returned home to the USA. The site 

is therefore, taken along with other aspects of Base Two, very important in terms of British and 

American WW II military history. 

  
Pl 147. Portkil Hospital looking south. Pl 148. Portkil Hospital looking south. 

With Home Fleet Review 1947. 

 

 

 
Pl 149. Waste incinerator. Pl 150 & 151. Medicine phials and ‘dog 

tag’. 

 

Hospital Incinerator. Pl’s 149 – 151.   NS 25203 80540. 

The little ‘bee hive’ incinerator lies on the south side and edge of the hospital area; it was 

cleared of collapsed brickwork to reveal a hearth at its base. A few finds of medical glass (Pl 

150) were made but a ‘dog tag (Pl 151) with the following details was also recovered: 

Identity tag ‘Dog tag’, stainless steel oval disc, 38x32x0.5mm thick, with two perforations 

3mm diameter. Legend: BOSSCHE/VAN DER/L.JOH./M 5459/R.K./BL.GR.A (all capitals). 

RK (= Roman catholic), BL.GR.A (= Blood Group A). 
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Commandeered houses. Pl’s 152 & 153. 

Portkil House and cottage beside the new hospital were requisitioned for use by some of the 

medical staff. Parkhead, Ferry Inn, Rosneath House and the Clachan (in the village) were also 

brought under military control throughout the war, the latter two have since been demolished. 

It was in Rosneath House that Churchill reportedly met with Eisenhower and Montgomery to 

plan Operation Torch (The North African Landings) and Operation Overlord (Normandy). 

[This story remains to be verified, which, if any one was it?] 

Lost Heritage. 

  
Pl 152. Clachan House, Rosneath. Pl 153. Rosneath House. 

 

The water supply and filtration buildings. Pl’s 154 & 155. NS 2532 8160. 

Apparently the USN were horrified by the condition of the local water supply and quickly 

created their own by carrying out some work on the Millbrae reservoir, building a water storage 

tank and the surviving filtration building, also on Millbrae (Fig 1). 

Only one of two surviving upstanding buildings to be seen is the water treatment hut beside the 

Kilcreggan to Rosneath road. Work was carried out on the Millbrae reservoir and a large 

storage tank was installed nearby, the water was transferred across the road to a new water 

treatment facility and then pipe downhill to the various aspects of the base. A pipe seen at 

Portkil Farm also led over the hill to supply the hospital site, the water may have been 

electrically pumped over the summit from the treatment tank, or it may that be an untreated 

supply was taken direct from the reservoir and then processed at the hospital. 

  
Pl 154. Millbrae Water Treatment 

building. 

Pl 155. Millbrae Water Treatment 

building. 
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Memorial. Pl’s 156 & 157. 

On the sea front at Rosneath caravan park a memorial was built in 2000 to commemorate the 

Americans, civil and military, and British who built and served at Base Two during the War. It 

also remembers the men who trained in the area for Operations Torch, Husky and Overlord, 

North Africa 1942, Sicily 1943, and Normandy 1944 respectively. Many of these men were to 

give their lives or were wounded in the campaigns 

 

Lest we forget. 

 

The memorial installed in 2000 in the 

Caravan Park where Rosneath House once 

sat, showing the Gareloch and looking over to 

Rosneath village where the port and jetty area 

were constructed by USA and Irish personnel.  

Pl 156. The memorial in Rosneath Castle 

caravan park. 

Pl 157. Memorial inscription. 

 

Finds from the site.  Pl’s 158 – 179. 

Principally in a successful attempt to locate buildings in the area by finding pipes and drains 

the site was swept by metal detector. In the course of that some locations were identified where 

small dumps of rubbish were created and also more isolated finds were uncovered. The largest 

number of objects were pieces of ferrous metal comprising of fragments of buildings, piping, 

both water, steam and electrical, dozens of clips for the T ribs of the huts, and a miscellany of 

small non-ferrous items such as buckles, and a few buttons and coins. Only two American coins 

were found, both nickels, Egyptian, Indian and other foreign coins appeared! But mostly the 

coins were British. Water bottles, tin mugs and stainless steel mess trays were all found as 

random items, Coca Cola and beer bottles, parts of and complete ceramic bowls and cups tell 

of meals and drinks being taken on site. Amazingly, complete light bulbs were found lying 

among tree roots. Anecdotal accounts tell of young boys collecting such ephemera after the 

war years when the camp was abandoned and demolished, but little of those collections is 

known.   

Hardly anything of a personal nature was found, a fact which seems incredible considering the 

large numbers of camp occupants there were during the War years, a possible reason for that 
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may have been a meticulous practice of keeping the precincts of the camp spotlessly clean, as 

fragments of dustbins and contemporary photographs may testify to.  

The principal dumping area seems to have been at Meikleross ‘east’ beach where rubbish can 

be seen engulfed in a mass of ferrous concretion. Local people still talk about a mysterious 

dump which contained military vehicles! Most likely an ‘urban myth’. 

 
 

Pl 158. Beer and Coca Cola bottles from 

America. 

Pl 159. Other USA bottles including 

Brylcreem. The bottle lower right is 

for a saline drip. 

 

    
Pl 160. Beer Bottle. Pl 161. Coca Cola. Pl 162. Pl 163. 

 

  
Pl 164. Selection of ES light bulbs, all from 

America. 

Pl 165. Complete and broken pottery of 

both British and American manufacture. 

Note the LMS cup pilfered from a train! 
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Pl 166. Mess trays and tins and cutlery. Pl 167. Tin cup from USA 1944. 

 

 

 

Pl 168. Toothpaste, Brylcreem & 

Elastoplast. 

Pl 169. Safety razors and tooth brushes. 

 

  
Pl 170. Painted hardboard from Quonset 

hut (Area B Building H, cookhouse). 

Pl 171. A non-metallic helmet from the 

beach rubbish dump. 
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Pl 172. Buckles and padlocks from kit 

bags and webbing. 

Pl 173. Buttons, including an Italian tunic 

button. 

 

 

 

Pl’s 174 & 175. Oil regulators for burners. Several were found, the entire camp had 

various oil boilers. 

  
Pl 176. A crudely homemade ash tray, the 

base has a sailing ship pecked into it. 

Pl 177. Not found on the site – found on the 

web – a fine solid brass ash tray which 

must have been made in the States and 

probably graced the desks of Officers. 
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Pl 178. British fire extinguisher. [Full 

instructions enhanced by computer]. 

 

Pl 179. Rubbish on Meikleross Beach. 

 

RAF Aerial Photographs.  Pl’s 180 & 181. 

The history of the Base has been researched and recounted by Royal (ibid), but one other 

precious strand of evidence survives in the RAF aerial photographic coverage taken during the 

War years. The images show the Base construction well advanced in 1942 having started only 

in mid-summer of 1941. Some of these images are available on line but unfortunately at the 

time of writing the bulk of such images were not accessible to restrictions by the Covid crisis, 

they will be scrutinised in due course. 

  
Pl 180. Area E, see Fig 2. Pl 181. Area B and En, see Fig 2.  

 

The aerial photographic cover is comprehensive but has limitations in this case due to the tree 

coverage, which was obviously a deliberate practice at Green Isle, where camouflage would be 

advantageous if attacked. The photographs of Rosneath village however give unrestricted 

views (see Pl 182 below). 

The Base Two camp was never attacked as far as is known. In both the above images huts 

which are visible are no longer traceable on the ground, meaning they were timber floored 

Quonset huts which were probably bulldozed away for scrap metal. The concrete floors of huts 

do however survive as the survey demonstrates.  
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Pl 182. Showing wartime Rosneath, note the jetty in top left corner which was replaced 

after the War by the present one. 

Contemporary photographs. Pl’s 183 – 186. 

NCAS has now amassed a considerable archive of contemporary photographs of Base Two, 

many from the ‘Royal’ archive, and several since trawled from the web, especially images from 

the Imperial War Museum. The complete coverage of AP’s held by Historic Environment 

Scotland  will be inspected in due course when they become available. Much of this imagery 

offers the human touch to the story of the Base with named individuals, some of which are 

given by Royal (ibid). The following is a small selection of the collections available: 

Plate 183 below shows; Seaman second class Lewis Finkelstein (right), caption on reverse: MG 

Townsend/Yosey Coyle/ Scotland  1944 (March). Lewis was responsible for the other pics of 

men given here. 
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Pl 183. (see above) Pl 184. 

 

  
Pl 185. Pl 186. 

 

Plates 183 – 186. A long way from home, these young men experienced warfare and some 

would never return home. Some did remember their time at Rosneath with some affection while 

others simply wanted to forget (Royal archives). Like so many young combatants they would 

no doubt sense a great adventure to begin with, but the realities and horrors of warfare would 

soon change that, their experiences can only be imagined. The free world owes them and all of 

the Allies a great debt, their contribution must never be side lined to footnotes of history, we 

must surely “never forget”. That is partially the purpose of this report.  
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Temporary Aviation Facilities (TAF) and Seabees.  

Apart from various British units which served at Rosneath Base Two, the main story here 

concerns the involvement of the United States of America.  

When Churchill and Roosevelt agreed on a strategy to help Britain out in in 1941, The Lend-

Lease Bill was passed in congress allowing $50M of aid to Britain. Part of the deal was that 

the USA would get navy bases in Newfoundland and Britain. Londonderry and Rosneath were 

chosen for the British ones, located as far away from German bombers as was reasonable and 

giving direct access to the Atlantic. As USA was still neutral and protesting they would not 

enter the War, the way around building the bases was to use American civilian personnel. They 

were called TAF’s (above). At peak production level in May 1942, there were 325 Americans, 

1000 Irish and 250 local workers toiling away at break neck speed to build the Rosneath base. 

Everything changed dramatically on 7th Dec 1942 when Japan attacked Pearl Harbour and 

Germany declared war on the USA. The civilians completed the base and the British Navy 

followed by the USN occupied and further developed it.  

The USN Construction Battalion known later by their adopted name; The Seabees took over 

operations at Rosneath. The 29th Seabees took over some of the last work in December 1942. 

The Seabees were so named after The Construction Battalion (CB) adopted a bee armed with 

a machine gun, hammer, and spanner as their logo. Their motto was “We Build” “We Fight”, 

and their favourite saying was “show us something that can’t be done – and we’ll do it”, “Can 

Do”, became part of their iconic badge.  

 Pl 187. The Seabees badge. 

The Seabees, part of the United States Navy, were only 

formed during WW II, the USA needed construction 

battalions for the advance work of allowing other forces 

access to battlefronts, therefore they were often the first 

to land on beaches in preparation for the main forces, 

e.g. in the Pacific theatre of War for building air strips. 

Skilled men were firstly recruited, some as old as 60! 

And the first 60 battalions had an average age of 37 

much higher than established regiments. 

The Seabees were somewhat akin to the British Pioneer 

Corps, also a building and fighting regiment, their badge was a shovel crossed with a rifle. It 

is known that both Seabees and Pioneers were involved in various training events on the west 

coast of Scotland, perhaps in co-operation.  

Legacy and Discussion 

One could easily pose the question what has been achieved by this project? Given that so much 

has now vanished from the land. The woodlands on Green Isle and Culwatty Bay, and those of 

the hospital site near Portkil have only hut bases, drain pipes, manholes and a few other 

surviving features on the ground, but these are the last tangible remains of this once important 

place which featured heavily and importantly in the defence of Britain during the dark years of 

WW II. The main ‘industrial area’ in and around Rosneath Village has all but disappeared from 
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view making it practically impossible to imagine the scale of the works there, although a few 

scant traces remain. 

Although there are no known plans to develop the woodlands, they are long overdue for 

harvesting especially those at Green Isle some of which were planted in c1960’s as commercial 

forests. If any developments do occur such as clear felling the surviving aspects of the camps, 

albeit all at ground level may be erased from view or even eradicated. It is therefore with that 

in mind that the project was initiated, even though in the full expectation that its value may be 

considered minimal, in terms of what is known about American Quonset huts and WW II 

military camps in general. The work has been part of NCAS Military Projects to record all 

surviving military remains located in their area of interest, and as such it fills a gap in their 

story of North Clyde defences which have previously covered WW I coastal defence, WW II 

AA sites and Cold war gun sites. Only two places remain to be  investigated; these are the 

Portkil Hospital and AREA D in Greenisle woodlands, they may be looked at in due course. 

For example it would be interesting to know if first generation T Rib Quonset huts were used 

at the hospital, as is likely. 

The United States Navy Base Two at Rosneath has profound significance in the story of WW 

II and most especially the contribution to it by the USA. It was the first such base to be built 

on mainland British soil, the other being at Londonderry. Like much of the epic story of WW 

II that importance is easily diminished by the passing years when new generations are not in 

touch the way older ones were, often whom had fathers and other relatives on active military 

or civil service during the conflict. If visitors now come to the area they will be able to see 

parts of the installations which were previously hidden or unrecognised, and they can better 

appreciate the landscape within which Base Two was built.  

The work presented here will not add significantly to the story of Base Two other perhaps than 

to give the place some prominence in history at a time when hardly anyone now knows it 

existed. Nearly every passing walker who casually asked the writer what he was doing in the 

woods or Rosneath village was astounded to hear the story of the place, bringing it home to 

him how that story was not only diminishing but disappearing almost entirely from local 

perception – and history!  

Apart from local residents, the nearby caravan park has many visitors who walk through the 

woodlands under discussion, and if the story of the Base can be gotten over to them through 

the actual ground work becoming visible, and subsequent publication of the findings (this 

report), then the project may be deemed a success.   

There were 153 air raid shelters given for Base Two (Royal ibid) but only 24 of their sites have 

been located and recorded here, these are the long pits with mounds, usually at one end. The 

uniformity of the sites recorded, and their distribution suggest these are air raid shelters. 

Custom built air raid shelters came in many forms, some were concrete and were above ground 

while others were semi buried and covered in metal sheeting. Perhaps the most commonly 

known in Britain were the Anderson shelters of WW II, 2.25 million were made and supplied 

to households, these were small to contain a single family, dug to a depth of 4 feet with 15” of 

soil covering the curved corrugated sheeting, they saved many lives during bombing raids.  

An illustration is given of a man standing in the doorway of a Rosneath shelter (Royal, ibid) it 

gives no clues as to the function of the sites recorded here other than the use of bags filled 
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presumably with cement. Only at a few locations have these been found e.g. Area En  air raid 

shelters (No’s 21 & 22) and Area F (No’s 24 & 25). However the sunken long pits do appear 

to have been a longer version of the Anderson shelter. Mostly at one end there is a massive 

dome shaped bank, it is suggested that this was a blast wall to shield the entrance, a common 

devise to prevent splinters and shrapnel entering the shelter, while much of any blast would be 

diverted over the dome shaped and earth covered roof. However two valuable images of actual 

shelters have been found (Pl’s 108 & 109) and which show that such structures have been found 

at Rosneath. 

The United States Navy Base Two was a large installation involving the construction of around 

seven hundred and fifty Quonset and other huts between the village of Rosneath and the SE tip 

of the Peninsula, among many other installations such as a harbour, hospital, ammunition dump 

and water and fuel supplies.  

Nearly all of this vast construction site has all but disappeared, such has been the extent of 

dismantling the installations, of which little is known at present, presumably most of the 

buildings were scrapped for their metal content, some buildings were certainly re-cycled for 

use as workshops in the vicinity e.g. part of the Old Boatyard shed at Kilcreggan. The modern 

village of Rosneath now lies over the site of many huts, some of which can be seen on the few 

contemporary photographs of the base, other later photos also survive. 

This project has now archived a considerable photographic collection of contemporary and 

later images, these have come via private collections and those available from public records 

offices such as Historic Environment Scotland and The Imperial War Museum. 

Although described in their own words (Seabees Museum) as a temporary installation, the 

project given here effectively demonstrates that “temporary” nevertheless meant exceedingly 

well made buildings, which if they had not been deliberately demolished in post war years, 

would mostly still be visible today, perhaps even continuing in use such as the sole surviving 

ammunition store at Peaton (Pl 143). 

Research will continue for Base Two into the foreseeable future and gradually much more may 

be learned about this elusive site. One story repeated on web pages and other places is that 

Churchill, Eisenhower, and Montgomery planned the invasions of North Africa (Operation 

Torch) and Normandy (Operation Overlord) in Rosneath House, which one (if any) is true? So 

far none of those references to these events seen by this writer has produced any source 

information! Are they therefore ‘Urban Myths’ similar to the local folklore that the Americans 

dug a massive hole somewhere and buried huge amounts of equipment including jeeps and 

other vehicles!  

One story which has never been told is that Lord Louis Mountbatten visited Rosneath in 1942 

and 1943 to inspect the facilities there. He was very complimentary regarding the base and its 

infrastructure but quite scathing in his assessment of suitability as a training area for 

amphibious landings (see Pl 190). The document and photographs regarding the Mountbatten 

visits were obtained from the Imperial War Museum by one of NCAS volunteers and adds a 

small part of authenticated history to the area. The image texts below are by the IWM. 
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Pl 188. A17308 Lord Louis Mountbatten 

inspects Combined Ops men 14 June 1943. 

 

Pl 189. A17309 Lord Louis Mountbatten 

Inspecting a Lanchester Light Auto Gun held 

by R. Hudson beach commando 14 June 

1943 Rosneath. 
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Pl 190. The assessment by Lord Louis Mountbatten on Rosneath 1942. (IWM). 
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Appendix I. Rosneath Air raid Shelter. 

The following site in Rosneath village was not 

visited by the authors but has been planned and 

reported (1999) as part of The Defence Of Britain 

Project by local resident Sam Morrow. 

“At the base of Ferry Road a very large Air Raid 

Shelter built into the bank of a small river running 

into the Gareloch. Consists of two large rooms  24 

feet 6” x 18 feet and the other 30 feet x 24 feet with 

two entrances. Constructed of reinforced concrete 

with eight concrete pillars supporting the roof”.  

NS 2575 8340.  

Note by the authors. 

It is uncertain were this building fits with the 

other military structures in the village but is 

assumed to be connected with Base Two. 

 

Appendix II. Finds by others. 

Local resident Mark Byles regularly walks his dog through the woods and on Meikleross beach, 

during which he has found over the years various items once associated with the camp 

occupiers. A collection of ‘Dog Tags’ is especially interesting as such items provide a most 

personal link to the men who occupied the camp.  

 

Pl 191. Dog Tags found on Meikleross east beach, the rubbish dump. 

No 1. J L SOMERS, HUT 155, SHOP 3 

No 2 JOHN S DANNER, T 6/43 P, USNR 

No 3 THOMPSON JOHN W, 550 63 99, USNR 

No 4 W H CARLTON JR, 646 -----, T 3 42 0, USNR 
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No 5 -5, 11/4, USNR 

No 6 J M BOTERMANS, STB 0-5181, KORPS MARINIERS 

No 7 JOHN ROBERT OVENS, 600-10-30, USNR – O, T 2/42 

No 8 GITTINS, LLEWELLYN, WILLIAM, 660-58-54, G T-2-43, USNR 

No 9 PLISTE, ---J D, ----YPEA, USNR P 

No 10  Illegible 

Therefore the names are Somers, Danner, Thompson, Carlton, Botermans, Ovens, Gittins and 

Pliste, the 5th and last being illegible. 

USNR = United States Navy Reserve. 

No 6, Botermans was a Dutch marine as the name tells us. The Korps Marinier were an 

amphibious assault battalion, dating from the 17th century, they distinguished themselves in 

WW II in Holland and in the far east against the Japanese.  

These dog tags represent the only identifiable personalised effects of the men stationed at 

Rosneath Base Two.  

Its not known if the dog tags were made and issued in the United States or at the Base here, 

some have been carefully punched with small teeps while others are less so. 

Appendix III. Photographic and archive record. 

The photographic record now archived by NCAS for this Project now amounts to over 1300 

images taken as part of the field work and of finds, and over 230 images have been gathered of 

contemporary scenes both directly concerned with Base Two, and others which have an indirect 

relevance. 

Much other supplementary information has also been gathered from the internet and private 

sources and all is archived in the Project files which will be forwarded to Historic Environment 

Scotland. This report will be available in paper form at Cove and Helensburgh Libraries within 

the NCAS local history archive files held at each, and digitally on NCAS web site (below). 

Appendix IV. Lists of selected finds. Additional photographs are in the archive. 

The finds are accorded running numbers and basic descriptions only, none are conserved, many 

ferrous items are corroded with parts missing e.g. handles, and they have not been accurately 

provenanced by location on site, they are therefore for the most part referred to as “random 

finds”. Numerous ferrous parts of buildings, T rib clips, water and other pipes have been left 

on site. 

Mess items. Pl’s 166 – 167. 

No 1  Stainless steel mess trays 7 of, including one deformed example. 151/2” by 

111/2”. See Pl      

No 2  Tin mugs 8 of assorted colours grey, green, brown and white. 4” high by 31/2” 

diameter. 
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No 3  Assorted mess tins of steel and aluminium 5 of. 

No 4  Water bottles green enamel, 2of, 81/2” by 51/2” by 21/4”.  

No 5  Pie dishes 3of. 

No 6  Spoons 15of, Forks 6of and Knives 3of, some with USN stamped on them. 

Bottles. Pl’s 158 – 163.  

No 7  McEwan screw top beer.  

No 8  Coca Cola 2of green from New York and 3 of clear. 

No 9  Saline drip. 

No 10  American Beer, brown bottles 4of, 2of clear. 

No 11  A I sauce. 

No 12  Lemonade Garvie, Helensburgh/Milngavie. 

No 13  Brylcreem, 1of large and 1of small. 

No 14  Half pint milk bottle Gillespie, Cove Farm, Gourock. 

No 15  C C Ltd, hexagonal sauce bottles 2 of. 

No 16  13of miscellaneous bottles including, Vick, Mentholatum, Dettol, Pevlon, 

Fildis/Tildis?   

No 17  Pl 164. 5of complete ES light bulbs. 

Ceramics all white. Pl 165. 

No 18  1of complete bowl and 1of broken one, 53/4”diameter  by 21/2” deep. Both 

marked Shenango China, Newcastle P A.  

No 19  Beaker with same legend, 31/2” diameter by 31/2” high. 

No 20  Beakers (same size as above) one broken one complete with Stirling China Co, 

Vitrified, East Liverpool. 

No 21  LMS (London Midland Scottish [rail]) complete cup 3” high by 3” diameter. 

Cups and bowls broken. 

No 22  Cup, B GviR, Myott –ron &Co Ltd, 1945.   

No 23  Cup, GviR 1945 Grimwades.  

No 24  Cup, GviR Booths Ltd. 

No 25  Cup, 1944, GviR Royal Stafford --- China. 

No 26  Cup, England Coulport AD 1750 Leadless Glaze plus anchor with A above and 

0 below. 

No 27  Cup, NAAFI 1946 Tams England. 
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No 28  Cup, with anchor only and A above and 5 below. 

No 29  OPCO Syracuse China 12-V. 

No 30  Plate, broken but with complete back stamp; USQMC (United States Quarter 

Master Corps) McNicol China, W-431 OV-3463 (OL 931) Sept 16 1940.  

No 31  Three other sherds of USQMC, one dated Nov 21 194-? 

Various non-ferrous objects. 

No 32  Pl’s 174 – 175. Oil burner flow regulators, aluminium 4of various states of 

incompleteness. 

No 33  Brass fire hose flanges 2of. 

No 34  Pl 178. Pyrene fire extinguisher, made in England.  

No 35  Pl 171. Helmet, non-metallic, Bakelite? 101/2” by 81/2” by 6” deep. Found on 

Meikleross rubbish beach. 

No 36  Heavy brass ships? gun tampion overall diameter 63/8” (158mm), Barrel 

diameter 5” (140mm) by 2” depth. With following marks; MMC, 7 1943, 0, No 975, 5in 

MARK, 38 CAL, plus anchor with US on each side. Weight 5lbs 6 oz (2.4kg). 

No 37  Bullet cases (spent) 2of. Marked -MS-1943, 0 M.M. Mk 2, and E K 1943, 20 

M.M. Mk 2. 41/4” long (108mm). 

No 38  Bullet cases (spent) 6of. All .303 types. 

No 39  Shell nose cone, 3 ¾” (97mm) diameter by 4 1/1” ( 115mm) high, 1.8kg (4lbs) 

weight. No marks. Threaded hole at rear 1 3/8” (33mm).  

No 40  Pl 176. Crudely made square copper ash tray (4 ½” by ¾” deep) with sailing 

ship design punched on base.  

Coins 20of  

No 41  Indian ¼ rupee 1944, Indian ¼ Anna 1945, Indian Annas 2of 1942-43, Indian?, 

Egyptian 5 milliemes (King Faruk), American 5cents (Buffalo nickel minted 1913-38), 

American 5cents (Jefferson head minted 1938-2003), British sixpence (1921), British 

threepence (1942), British pennies  4of (1916 – George V), British halfpenny 2of (1941 & 

1942), British farthings 3of (1935, 1941 2of), British 10P (1968-71). 

No 42  Pl 173. Tunic buttons 6of + cap badge. Badge = G VI Petty Officers. One button 

is Italian Artillery, probably an Officer, the rest are British Royal Navy ratings G VI (1902 – 

1952 the crown being for male monarchs).   

No 43  Pl 172. Assorted copper alloy buckles from kit bags, webbing etc. 50of.  

No 44  Assorted eyelets, various sizes from kit bags etc. 30of. 

No 45  Pl 173. Assorted metal four hole buttons. 40of.  

No 46  Black moulded? Four hole button with anchor motif. 15mm diameter. 
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No 47  Pl 169. Safety razors and parts 9of.   

No 48  Tooth brush handles 3of red plastic. One complete marked ‘Spa No 39 Pure 

Bristl Sterilised’, Broken two marked ‘Johnson & Johnson USA’ and ‘Special BTS Mura----?,     

No 49  Cigarette lighter, silvered copper, 55x30x8mm.  

No 50  Amber coloured lens from torch? 30mm overall., lens 15mm diameter. 

No 51  Misc brass padlocks 6of. Three marked ‘Lowe & Fletcher (1939 & 1942)’, 

Other = ‘Ace made in England No 3’.  

No 52  Keys 4of.  

No 53  Brass door knobs 3of. 

No 54  Brass door hinges 4of (possibly from showers). 

No 55  Brass door slip bolts 3of. 

No 56  Brass cupboard door latches 3of. 

No 57  Copper floats for oil controls. 4of.  

No 58  Copper box (?) 

No 59  Copper cone (?) 

No 60  Copper filter box (?) 

No 61  Switch ES lamp holder. 

No 62  Copper floor flange for sceptic tank agitator handle. 

No 63  Copper solder bolt heads 2 of. 

No 64  Three safety pins. 

No 65  Small glass bottle, Morphine? Phial, three glass rods for dispensing drops.  

No 66  Steel lifting hook, 43/4” by 3”. 

No 67  Steel T rib clips (50 x 40mm) for holding down Masonite (Hardboard) and 

insulation. Part No 20 of a Quonset hut kit, 310of  were used on a standard Quonset hut. 

No 68  Galvanised steel nails 3” long with lead washers 5/8”. Cache weighing  71/2 lbs 

(3.4kg) used for nailing corrugated sheeting to the base of side walls in Quonset huts. 

No 69.  Samples of ‘Masonite’ = Hardboard for lining Quonset hut interiors.   
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